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ABSTRACT

The "Sagebrush Rebellion" is a loose-knit political movement in

the western states that demands state ownership and control over millions

of acres of land that has always been owned and more or less controlled

by the Federal government. Arizona's legislature in 1980 followed the

lead of several other states by passing a law claiming these federal

lands. Three causes of or justifications for this Rebellion are

examined. The legal justification for the Rebellion is found to be poor

indeed; the legal arguments are used as a device to garner support by

those who support the Rebellion either because of their political phi-

losophy or because of the way they want the land managed. The differ-

ences in political philosophy and land use goals between the pro- and

anti-Rebellion forces are examined and found to be fundamental. As a

case in point the operations of the Arizona State Land Department and

the BLM in Arizona are compared. The nature of "multiple use manage-

ment" is discussed and its role in the economic and political struggles

over public resources is indicated. It is suggested that little land

will actually be given to the states. The Sagebrush Rebellion is in

fact just another device that certain users of public lands and certain

political forces employ to influence federal decision making.

vii



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Orrin Hatch, a Republican Senator from Utah, has called it "the

Second American Revolution" (Los Angeles Times, September 7, 1979).

Arizona State Representative Peter Goudinoff has quite a different view:

"Basically I see it as theft" (Tucson Citizen, March 4, 1980). It has

been seen as a. fight against a "colonial" empire controlled by Washing-

ton, D.C., but James Joseph, an Undersecretary of the Department of the

Interior, says it is a "temper tantrum" (Los Angeles Times, December 15,

1979). All of these comments are descriptions of what an Associated

Press reporter stationed in Nevada dubbed the "Sagebrush Rebellion."

The term has caught on especially in the extensive and sometimes flam-

boyant press coverage. Not to be outdone, a Sierra Club member dubbed

it the "Cowflop Confrontation" (Wall Street Journal,  September 21, 1979).

The "Sagebrush Rebellion" refers to a current movement that urges

the Western states to take sovereign control of the unappropriated or

"public domain" lands within their borders now held by the Federal

government. The targets are usually the lands administered by the

Bureau of Land Management (BLM). Many of the movement's most fervent

supporters would like the states to lay claim to National Forests (ad-

ministered by the U.S. Forest Service) and other lands set aside for

various purposes by the Federal government, but most feel that this would

cloud their legal case and lose the movement some potential supporters.

1
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(Senator Hatch is never one to be timid. He introduced in the United

States Senate in 1979 a bill (SB 1680) that would in fact turn National

Forests as well as BLM lands over to the States.)

The amount of land that is potentially at stake is enormous. In

Arizona there are some 12.5 million acres of BLM land. Most of this is

in the western part of the state (see Figure 9, page 52). In all of the

lower forty-eight states there are about 185 million acres administered

by the BLM.

The movement is confined to the Western states for a simple

reason. Virtually all of the Federal public domain is in the states west

of the 100th meridian. In the mountain and Pacific states, the BLM

typically administers from ten to forty percent of the state's area;

National Forests take up roughly similar percentages. The movement's

supporters complain that the Western states have had to put up with far

more than their fair share of regulation and interference because the

Federal government owns so much of the West and so little of the East.

In a spirit of hyperbole that would make Senator Hatch proud, Alaska's

Lieutenant Governor Miller proclaimed, "The Mason-Dixon line has shifted.

It runs north-south now, separating the Eastern states from an increas-

ingly isolated, angry West" (Los Angeles Times, September 7, 1979). An

article in the New York Times summed up the situation this way:

According to a range of evidence and persons interviewed across
the country, the West has replaced the South as the region that
feels itself most abused by the Federal government and the least
understood by the rest of the nation, the area that believes it-
self to have the most peculiar problems (March 18, 1979).

An Idaho newspaper man, writing in the New York Times (October 22, 1979),

feels that this image of the West as angry down to its "grass roots" is
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in large part manufactured by the small group which spearheads the Sage-

brush Rebellion movement. Even though this may be true, undeniably

there are groups in what may be called the "public land states" that

do deeply resent the Federal presence.

The Sagebrush Rebellion movement has had different manifestations

in different states. Nevada and Utah are perhaps the states most solidly

behind the movement. Nevada got things started in early 1979 by passing

a bill laying claim to the BLM lands in the state. The State Land De-

partment with the aid of anew Public Lands Board of Review would adminis-

ter the acquired lands for the good of the state. Money ($250,000) is

appropriated to Nevada's Attorney General to pursue the state's claim

against the Federal government in court. Utah has followed suit. Arizona

passed a bill similar to Nevada's in late March, 1980, but several changes

were made. Two of the important changes are: less money ($60,000) is

given to Arizona's Attorney General for the legal battles to come, and a

prudent and practical final clause is added, i.e., "... this act becomes

effective only after a final judicial adjudication determines that this

act is constitutional." (The final Arizona bill is reproduced in Appendix

I.) New Mexico, Wyoming, Montana and Idaho have been considering bills

ranging from those actually claiming the BLM land to some modest memorials

to send to Washington, D.C. Some opposition does appear: Arizona's bill

had to pass over Governor Babbitt's veto, Governor Brown vetoed a modest

Sagebrush memorial in California, and Sagebrush legislation has apparently

failed in the Oregon legislature.

There is some coordination among the Sagebrush Rebellion movements

in the various states. California and Nevada Sagebrush Rebellion figures
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testified before an Arizona State Legislature Committee considering the

bill. A group called the League for the Advancement of State's Equal

Rights (LASER) raises money and offers information and advice to the

movement's members in different states. The various Western state

chapters of national livestock and farming trade groups help drum up

support and provide information. It seems clear however that in dealing

with an area as large and as varied as the eleven Western states no

single tightly controlled and well orchestrated movement is possible.

The term "Sagebrush Rebellion" refers only to this movement of

the late 1970's and early 1980's, but two points need to be made clear.

This is not the first attempt by some forces in the West to do away with

the Federal public domain (Gates, 1968; Voigt, 1976). Furthermore, this

movement is a symptom of conflicts that have deep historical, political

and demographic roots.

This paper will attempt to determine the underlying nature of

these conflicts and the likelihood of resolving them. The Sagebrush

Rebellion can be seen from three separate perspectives and it is these

perspectives that will organize this investigation. First, the issue

can be seen as a legal one. Do the Western states have "equal footing"

with the Eastern states? Does the Constitution really permit the Federal

government to own one-third of the country's lands? Court suits that

will arise from the stronger Sagebrush legislation, such as that in

Nevada, Utah and Arizona, will be making their ponderous passage through

the courts for years to come. Second, the issue can be seen as a clash

of political philosophies and political forces. When is public ownership
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preferable to private ownership? If public ownership is to be allowed,

which level of government should be entrusted with the land? Finally,

the Sagebrush Rebellion can be seen as a dispute over how to use and

manage the land and its resources. Are state land departments really

more efficient managers of public land than Federal agencies? What is

"multiple use management" and who really practices it? Are livestock

interests being treated unfairly by other users of the land?

The geographic focus will be on Arizona. In investigating these

three perspectives, Arizona facts and illustrations will be used when-

ever possible. Although each Western state has its own political and

geographical peculiarities, the use of Arizona as a case study will

illuminate points of general significance.



CHAPTER 2

LEGAL ASPECTS

Arizona State Representative Joe Lane, a rancher from outside of

Willcox, was a co-author of the Arizona Sagebrush Rebellion bill. He

was the bill's floor manager and its most hard-working supporter. When

speaking before an audience sympathetic to the bill he would emphasize

Federal bungling and its distant labyrinthine bureaucracies. When Rep.

Lane faced more skeptical audiences, particularly his fellow representa-

tives, he would often use the following argument. What this bill is

really all about, he would say, is to get us to court. We need to settle

this legal question once and for all. The attorneys that I have talked

to tell me there is a strong case that the Federal government has un-

constitutionally deprived Arizona of this public domain. So what the

bill really does is take us to court, and appropriate to the Attorney

General's office some money for legal costs. Rep. Lane's argument had

some success. Several House and Senate members publicly justified their

votes in favor of the bill by saying that the legal problem should be

cleared up (Arizona Republic, February 29, 1980; The Arizona Daily Star,

February 29, 1980). The preliminary investigation that is presented

here of the Sagebrush Rebellion's legal aspects indicates that in one

sense Rep. Lane is correct. In a deeper sense he is, perhaps unknowingly,

stretching the truth.

6
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In one sense the Sagebrush Rebellion does distill down to a

problem of courts and law. The states cannot take sovereign possession

of the BLM lands simply by passing a state law. Federal law supercedes,

and the Federal government is of course not about to turn over hundreds

of millions of acres without a fight. Furthermore, the doctrine of

"sovereign immunity" means in essence that the Federal government cannot

be sued without its permission. Some kind of situation will have to be

created so that the state can challenge the Federal control over the

land, and have the Federal government accept the challenge. Arresting

BLM personnel for trespassing or unauthorized construction on "state"

land has been suggested. To date Nevada is still looking for the proper

vehicle with which to take its constitutional arguments to court. The

case, if ever initiated, would have to be resolved finally in the United

States Supreme Court.

Just what are the legal arguments put forward by the Sagebrush

Rebellion backers that would invalidate the Federal control of this

land? After all, the Enabling Act allowing for Arizona statehood and

voted on by the Territory clearly states

that the people inhabiting said proposed state do agree and de-
clare that they forever disclaim all right and title to the un-
appropriated and ungranted public lands lying within the bounda-
ries thereof . . . (Arizona Revised Statutes, 1956, volume I,
P. 81).

Two general arguments have been advanced to get around this rather

formidable obstacle.

First, it is argued that requiring such a disclaimer was really

a form of "blackmail" as some people dramatically call it (Arizona
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Republic, March 9, 1980). Many states, and especially all the Western

states, were forced to make such disclaimers in order to enter the

Union. Many of the older states, especially the original colonies, had

to make no such direct disclaimer (although they did give up the lands

they had claimed beyond their western borders). The Federal government

still owns sizable portions of the eleven western states, but owns

little of the Eastern and Central states. Thus the western states are

said to be less masters of their own fates than are the other states.

In this way the long-established doctrine that all states must enter the

Union on an "equal footing" has been violated, and the disclaimer clauses

in the various states' enabling acts are unconstitutional and invalid.

This argument in itself might not be sufficient to give the

states title to the public land, so a second argument is advanced. It

is said that the framers of the Constitution never intended for the

Federal government to own and keep all this land. The Constitution in

effect makes the Federal government trustee over public land, with a

duty to dispose of these lands. The Federal Congress does have authority

over places purchased from states with states' consent for forts and

dock-yards and such (U.S. Constitution, Article 1, Section 8, in Library

of Congress, 1964), but the public domain was to be disposed of. Congress

has not disposed of it. In fact, in the Federal Land Policy and Manage-

ment Act of 1976, "Congress declares that it is the policy of the United

States that . . . the public lands be retained in Federal ownership" (90

stat 2744). The trust has been violated.

The Nevada Attorney General and the legal scholars he has hired

may come up with some further embellishments before they come to court,
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but these arguments are the main basis of their case (Arizona Legislative

Council, 1979; Shands, 1979; Nevada Rep. Dean Rhoads, 1980; Quate, 1979).

Is their case any good? Apparently, it is not.

"Equal footing" is not actually in the Constitution. (There is

irony in the fact that the "framers of the Constitution," whose moral

support is usually claimed by Sagebrush Rebellion backers, voted heavily

against putting any equal footing doctrine in the Constitution. Being

from the controlling original states they wanted no such thing (Irish

and Prothro, 1965, pp. 134-135).) One of the first clear annunciations

of this policy is in the Ordinance of 1787 for the governance of the

Northwest Territory (Hinsdale, 1899, p. 417). Cases before the Supreme

Court over the years have made two points clear. The equal footing

doctrine has become a firm doctrine of Constitutional law, and this

doctrine does not invalidate the disclaimers to Federal property that

many states had to make up on entering the union.

One of the first cases touching on this area is that of Pollard's 

Lessee v. Hogan (1845). An attorney lobbying for the League of Advance-

ment for States Equal Rights, a pro-Sagebrush Rebellion group, told the

Arizona House Committee on Counties and Municipalities that in this case

the Supreme Court had ruled Alabama's public domain disclaimer clause

unconstitutional. This is not quite true. The court used the equal

footing doctrine to throw out a Federal requirement that Alabama give up

sovereignty to the land under its navigable rivers. The court specifi-

cally said that the main disclaimer concerning Federal public domain in

Alabama was binding as a constitutional use of the Congressional power

"to dispose of and make rules and regulations respecting the Territory
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or other Property belonging to the United States" (Constitution, Article

IV). In a similar manner, the Court found that even though a Federal

requirement made of Oklahoma regarding the location of its capital did

violate the "equal footing" rule, Oklahoma's public domain disclaimer

clause was proper and "within the sphere of Congressional power" (Coyle 

v. Smith, 1911). In Stearns v. Minnesota (1900), the Court noted that,

even though Minnesota was admitted to the union on a basis of full

equality with the other states, ". . . if Congress should determine that

the great body of public lands within the State of Minnesota should be

reserved from sale for an indefinite period it might do so." The Court

made a distinction between political or governmental equality on the one

hand and agreements with respect to property on the other. One such

agreement was the granting of land to states in return for a disclaimer

on the rest of the public domain. Finally, in United States v. Texas 

(1950), the Court found that "The 'equal footing' clause was designed not

to wipe out economic diversities among the several states but to create

parity as respects political standing and sovereignty." The Court went

on to note that equal footing

does not, of course, include economic stature or standing.
There has never been equality among the States in that sense.
Some States when they entered the Union had within their
boundaries tracts of land belonging to the Federal Government;
others were sovereigns of their soil. Some had special agree-
ments with the Federal Government governing property within
their borders.

This variety does not violate equal footing.

The opinions of the Supreme Court have been unmistakably clear

and consistent. The Federal Government may require a state to give up

claims to the public domain land within it. The Congress could give
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land to a state and still enforce conditions as to its future use

(Ervien v. United States, 1919). The Congress has the power to make

rules and regulations for Federal land even though it is within a state.

All of this is true and none of it violates the "equal footing" doctrine.

The second legal avenue that the Sagebrush rebels have explored

does not look much more promising than the first. While the Constitu-

tion does not say that Congress is a trustee for rather than owner of

the Federal domain, this could be reasonably inferred. The question then

becomes, what is required of the trustee? Congress has the "power to

dispose of and make all needful rules and regulations respecting the

Territory or other Property of the United States . . ." So Congress has

the power to dispose of property -- but there are no requirements as to

when and how. What does "dispose of" mean? In Webster's New International

Dictionary (Neilson, 1953; see also American Heritage Dictionary of the 

English Language, Morris, 1969), the first meaning listed for the phrase

"dispose of" is "to determine the fate of, to fix the condition of, to

direct or assign for a use." The second meaning is "to get rid of."

The Federal Government did indeed get rid of most of the Federal domain

and it has over the last century been "determining the fate of" and

"assigning a use to" the remainder (e.g., the creation of Yellowstone

National Park, 1871, the Forest Reservation Act of 1891, the Forest

Management Act of 1897, the Multiple Use Act of 1960, the Wilderness Act

of 1964, the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976). If the

narrow and secondary interpretation of "disposed of" is insisted on then

there is no power of the Federal Government to maintain BLM lands or
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National Parks, Monuments, Wildlife Refuges or National Forests. These

would have to be gotten "rid of." This would clearly go against the will

of the people as it has been expressed in Congress over the last century.

Even though no suit has been filed as of August, 1980, there are

indications in the press that the results of the coming court battle are

not really in doubt. The Wall Street Journal (September 21, 1979) says

that "most experts believe the federal government will prevail in any

court challenge to its land ownership." The Los Angeles Times (August

5, 1979) quotes a legal expert from the Interior Department that it would

take a "major reversal of past law" for Nevada to win its case; it also

comments that a recent meeting of Western States' Attorneys General "all

but acknowledged the futility of such a legal battle . . ." The Attorney

General of Nevada speaking of the state's chances in a court challenge

said, "To be candid, it's going to be very difficult" (New York Times,

July 16, 1979). Steven Potter, president of the Southwest Minerals

Exploration Association, said his group took no stand on the Sagebrush

Rebellion because most companies in the group feel it is a hopeless case

(Tucson Citizen, March 4, 1980).

Representative Joe Lane often argued that the Sagebrush Rebellion

is really a burning, undecided legal question that just needs a little

money so that the state's case can be resolved. This argument seems to

be a "red herring." The case did not arise first and then attract ad-

herents. A memorandum to one of Arizona's Sagebrush Rebellion authors

from a Legislative Staff Attorney clearly demonstrates that the State of

Nevada first wanted to gain the land then began to create a legal case
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from scratch that might be used to further their cause (Arizona Legisla-

tive Council, 1979). The case is not a good one. The legal issues have

long been decided.

If, then, there is no legal or Constitutional reason for the

Sagebrush Rebellion, what really fuels the fire? The conflicts arise

from two distinct sources: conflicts of political philosophies and

conflicts over how to use the land. These two sources of the "rebellion"

will be examined in the next three chapters of this paper.



CHAPTER 3

POLITICAL ASPECTS

Many observers have reduced the Sagebrush Rebellion to simple

conflicts over land use. Some see it as a battle between wise multiple-

use management and rapacious single use (Shay, 1980; Trueblood, 1980).

Others see it as a struggle between traditional rural users of the land

and a growing Western urban population with different interests

(Kirschten, 1979). A good look at the Sagebrush Rebellion supporters

in the Arizona capital in the spring of 1980 indicates that there is

more to it than that.

Disputes over how to manage and use the land are of paramount

importance to many of the people involved, but many others do battle on

a different level. The Sagebrush Rebellion is a reflection of very real

and very deep divisions over political philosophy. These divisions have

been present in American political life for decades. They cannot be

healed; they separate very different visions of how government should

operate. The tension between these extremes is a constant, underlying,

dynamic force in American government.

Many Arizona state senators and representatives supported the

Sagebrush Rebellion even though they have only tenuous ties with tradi-

tional users of the land. They supported the Rebellion against the BLM

even though the BLM caters more to the wants of their urban constituents

than does the State Land Department. With their support many of these

14
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people were making a statement of their political philosophy or at least

a statement of a political philosophy that it is popular to hold at this

time and place. This chapter will try to describe the main points of

this political division by creating generalized pro-Sagebrush and anti-

Sagebrush positions. .These positions will be based solely on political

grounds, with the legal and land use squabbles left in the background

for the time being.

The Pro-Sagebrush Rebellion Political Viewpoint 

One reporter described Sagebrush Rebellion sponsor Representative

Joe Lane as a "states'-righter from Day One" (Tucson Citizen, March 4,

1980). Another ardent Sagebrush supporter, State Representative John

Hays struck the same often-heard theme: "It's a matter of states' rights.

Federal government policies for the West have been dictated for too long

by eastern environmentalists" (Arizona Republic, March 9, 1980)

"States' rights" is a simple banner to rally around for many

Rebellion supporters, whether or not they also have more down-to-earth

interests in the land. The term "states' rights" is only a code word for

an amalgam of ideas and attitudes. Sagebrush Rebellion supporters tend

to feel that the United States should be a union of States with a

Federal government exercising a few particular, circumscribed duties.

They see a Federal bureaucracy now run amuck, intruding on local decision-

making machinery. There was a pervasive, intense dislike of the Federal

government in the Arizona legislature in 1980	 Some legislators will

oppose any Federal program because it is Federal. If this is a union of

States, why is the Federal government controlling vast sections of the
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western states? Of course, the Federal government is a representative

democratic form just as the States and various local governments are,

but there is the general belief that the Federal level of government is

"further" from the people. State and local governments are "closer" to

the people and know local conditions better. Therefore they are a

better vehicle to perform most government functions. This view is

widely held and politically popular in the West. Even Arizona Governor

Bruce Babbitt who opposed the Sagebrush Rebellion recently remarked that

people were yearning to make more decisions on the state and local level

and that the federal government has reached the peak of what it can do

well to serve the public (Arizona Daily Star, June 26, 1980). This

"local knows best" school of thought bitterly resents the opposite view

that the states' management abilities cannot be trusted. U.S. Representa-

tive Jim Santini of Nevada sums it up well when he talks about Westerners

who strongly resent Federal attitudes towards the West. These
attitudes include the claims that westerners are either too
stupid or too corrupt or both to manage the public lands
responsibly. This patronizing: "You can't trust yourselves
so Washington has to look after you" mentality is extremely
irritating to many westerners who know their land . . .
(U.S. Congressional Record, January 29, 1980, E187).

If more local governments mean more accessibility, and greater

knowledge of local conditions, a question about the Sagebrush Rebellion

comes to mind. Why should state bureaucracies manage the land? After

all, many of the state legislators look upon the Arizona Department of

Economic Security and the Arizona Department of Health Services with

loathing and suspicion. These Departments are seen in the same light as

is the Federal officialdom: overgrown, inefficient, meddling,
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self-perpetuating bureaucracies insensitive to problems of local areas

or individuals. Why not let county governments, for example, manage the

land? A rancher leasing land in northwestern Arizona would presumably

rather deal with someone in Kingman than with a bewildering bureaucracy

down in Phoenix.

This issue did come up at a public hearing of the Arizona House

Committee of Counties and Municipalities on February 27, 1980. Several

ranchers from the Payson area had come to tell the Committee that they

generally favored the Sagebrush Rebellion. One feature of the bill they

disliked, however. The Public Lands Board of Review established by the

bill to oversee the State Land Department's handling of the land was com-

posed almost entirely of the directors of various State Departments. To

the ranchers this was just a "bunch of bureaucrats." They wanted more

local views represented. They pushed for a Board of Review selected by

the people. Each county would get to select one member of the Board.

(Representative Lane opposed their suggestion on two grounds: 1) direct

election of Board members would unduly "politicize" land management, and

2) having one member from each county is clearly a violation of the one

man-one vote principle and might cause trouble for the bill in court.)

Representative Peter Goudinoff, a confirmed Sagebrush opponent,

slyly took up the thread of this argument and followed it to its end.

He sympathized with the ranchers and suggested that to really have local

control the BLM lands should go to the county governments for management.

Goudinoff pressed his suggestion and both the ranchers and Lane demurred,

feeling that the land would be in better hands at the State rather than

the local level.
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The more "local and accessible" levels of government, then, are

not necessarily the best for every job. In fact, in the same session of

the Arizona legislature that approved of the Sagebrush Rebellion, a

massive tax and spending control package was passed, supported by the

same conservatives. This package puts uniform taxing and spending limits

on the various categories of local governments like school districts,

cities and counties. This legislature is saying that these more local,

representative governments cannot be trusted and cannot be allowed to

tax and spend as they see fit in local circumstances.

The "local is closer to the people" line of thought seems to be

unravelling under scrutiny. Sagebrush Rebellion advocates might defend

themselves in the following way: "Local is better" is not a strict, un-

bending principle that can stand alone, but is generally a good idea.

At the same time, in order for a government to do a given job it must

have the resources and expertise necessary, and this may be lacking at a

very local level. The state has an important position historically and

constitutionally, and is a good compromise between the resources needed

to do this job and the local control desired.

Another theme in the political thought of the Sagebrush Rebellion

supporters is that private ownership of land is generally preferable to

public ownership. While this theoretical tenet is definitely present,

there is no unanimity about just how far to apply it to the BLM lands in

question.

Throughout much of this nation's history, the primacy of private

ownership guided policy towards the public domain. As Clawson put it,

"The overriding concern was to get the land into private ownership, to
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'develop the country'" (1971, p. 15). In fact the public attitude was

that it was not wrong to cheat the government on land sales or to ex-

ploit the products of public lands for private gain. Ownership by or

exploitation by individuals was seen as the natural order of things.

Because of this the Federal government never faced any demand for strict

and efficient operation of its land agencies (Wengert, 1970; Clawson,

1971).

This preference for private ownership is not just an accident of

tradition. It has become firmly rooted in classic free market economics.

Vast public ownership of land and natural resources can distort the

operations of a free market economy and leads to inefficient use.

If this is true, then how much of the lands that the states would

gain should be sold into private ownership? Some Sagebrush opponents

clearly feel that the land once in state hands would quickly end up in

the hands of a few ranchers and developers. Nevada State Senator

Clifton Young, one of the few opponents of the Sagebrush Rebellion in

the Nevada legislature, put it this way:

• . . if it ever looked like the state was going to get that
land, they'd (the developers) spring out of the desert like
wildflowers. I just feel safer if the key's back there in
Washington (Los Angeles Times, August 5, 1979).

These opponents feel that the ultimate goal of the Rebellion is private

ownership of the land, with state ownership being only a temporary stop

on the way (New York Times, October 22, 1979; Trueblood, 1980).

Apparently many Sagebrush supporters do feel that some of the

land should be sold off. This is especially true in Utah and Nevada

(e.g., Congressional Record, January 29, 1980, p. E187). During this
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century many of the same groups in the same areas that now form the

backbone of the movement have called for wholesale disposal of the public

domain into private hands. Often it was suggested that current lease

holders be given first option to buy, at low prices, without competitive

bidding and with low-interest government loans (Voigt, 1976).

Arizona State Senator John Mawhinney, a Sagebrush supporter, put

his political principles right on the line when the bill was before the

Senate Natural Resources Committee on March 3, 1980. He proposed an

amendment that would require the state have a lottery to move all the

former BLM land into private hands within five years. Mawhinney said

We've all agreed the federal government and any other govern-
ment are not the best owners of the land, that the land is best
left to private ownership where it is productive (Arizona Daily 
Star, March 4, 1980).

Mawhinney's fellow committee members reacted with a mixture of amusement

and horror, and quickly voted the amendment down.

Sagebrush Rebellion sponsor Joe Lane is quick to react to charges

that the land would soon go from state to private hands. He points out

that the legislation in Arizona specifies that none of the land can be

sold without explicit approval of the legislature. Of course, this also

gives the governor veto power over the sale. States' rights are really

the prime concern of Lane and many others. Most of the BLM land in

Arizona would probably remain in state hands.

While urban conservative purists like Senator Mawhinney and

Representatives Carlson-West and Skelley would prefer private ownership,

most rural interests want the land in public ownership and available for
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leasing. The Arizona Cattlegrowers Association for one finds state

ownership preferable to either federal or private ownership. Their

lobbyist John Olson repeatedly testified to this fact. Critics contend

that there is a good reason for this.

Somewhere along the way the livestock leadership came to the
conclusion that outright ownership was not necessary if other
measures could assure the perpetuation of its privileged status
on public land. Why own it if you could have all or nearly all
the prerogatives of ownership without the cost and bother
(Voigt, 1976, p. 8).

This assertion will be explored at greater length in the chapters to

follow.

If the Sagebrush Rebellion camp is split over the application of

the belief that private property is preferable to public property, it

can fairly well agree to one corollary of this belief. Government

planning and active government management are thought to be clumsy, in-

efficient, and an unappreciated intrusion into the private sector where

real people are just trying to work and get things done. The "unseen

hand" envisioned by John Stuart Mill will outperform the bureaucratic

planners every time.

The movement's supporters, then, have a deep ideological attach-

ment to "states' rights" and local government, an aversion to the

Federal government in most of its domestic activities, a vision of

private ownership and free market economics (sometimes), and a contempt

for government planning. The Sagebrush Rebellion is not an accident of

timing. It is reaching its peak in a year when Ronald Reagan's conserva-

tive forces have captured the Republican party for the first time since
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1964. 1980 is a year when the best-selling non-fiction book has been

Milton Friedman's plea to get government out of our economic lives. Al-

though its depth remains to be seen, there is in 1979-80 a conservative

revival in the country. The Sagebrush Rebellion draws strength from

this revival and is indeed one symptom of it.

The Anti-Sagebrush Rebellion Political Viewpoint 

Not surprisingly, this political viewpoint can be expressed by

taking the chief tenets of the Sagebrush Rebellion supporters and turn-

ing them on their heads.

If the Sagebrush forces are attached to the idea of state sover-

eignty Sagebrush opponents emphasize the federal or national character

of the land. The conflict between these two perspectives has been a re-

curring theme in American government since the signing of the Constitu-

tion. One form this conflict took was a steady squabble between the

earlier states and the later "public land" states. These later states

upon entering the Union were granted millions of acres of federal public

domain, usually for the support of their school systems. The earlier

states had no such vast grants of public land and had to find other ways

to support their schools. In 1821, Maryland in a resolution to Congress

pleaded that, after all, these public lands hadbeen won "by the common

sword, purse, and blood of all the States, united in common effort."

Therefore to be just these lands should not be appropriated "to the use

and benefit of any particular State or States, to the exclusion of

others . . ." To do so was a "violation of the spirit of our national

compact" (cited in Gates, 1968, p. 6).
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Maryland's 1821 arguments could be applied to the federal public

domain in Arizona. The land was acquired by national force of arms in

the War with Mexico and by a payment to Mexico of millions of dollars

from the Federal treasury in the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo and in the

Gadsden Purchase. When Sagebrush supporters call for the land to be

"returned" to the states or individuals (e.g., Phillip Crane, in Review 

of the News, April, 1980, or Nevada Assemblyman Dean Rhoads in Arizona 

Pay Dirt, October, 1979), Sagebrush opponents are quick to point out that

the land never did belong to the States or to anyone but the nation as a

whole.

Even if this Federal nature of the land is accepted, what then

about the argument that this is after all a union of sovereign States?

What about the argument that the States are closer to the people and more

aviare of local conditions? Would not the States be better managers of

the land? Sagebrush opponents see the situation in a very different

light. These opponents tend to see "state sovereignty" and the closeness

of the state government to its native sons as themes more appropriate to

early American history. National transportation networks, national

communications networks and national media are producing a more homogen-

ized national citizenry. These citizens tend to.be very mobile. They

are less attached to their native county or state. Arizona is a fine

example. Relatively few people are native to the state. 'Arizonans'

are from all over this country (and Mexico). Some live here for only

part of each year, or for only a few years before jobs require that they

move on. Given these conditions in modern America, the states may be
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convenient administrative units for some functions but they are hardly

sovereigns; their residents at any point in time do not have much

emotional attachment to the state as a governmental unit. There is

often more interest in and identification with the national government

and its politics.

The moderate views of Morton Grodzins (1966) might be used by

Sagebrush opponents. Grodzins does not find useful the Sagebrush

supporters' vision of American government as a strict hierarchy, a

"layer cake" of strictly separate functions. He feels that American

government is now and really always has been more like a "marble cake":

"all levels of government in the United States significantly partici-

pate in all activities of government" (p. 13). Grodzins addressed the

question, "which government is closest to the people?" The various

levels of government were looked at for different meanings of "close-

ness": provision of services directly to people, public participation

in government, public control of government, public understanding of

government, communication with government, and identification by people

with the government. He makes a good case that for the most part the

more local levels of government are not "closer to the people" than the

Federal government. Often the Federal government is "closer" in the

various meanings he has given the word (pp. 198-211).

Sagebrush opponents would carry their argument further. The

"local is closer to the people" argument is a high school civics text-

book idea that is not true in the real world of American government.

What is more, on a more practical level, the States' record in
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environmental protection and resource management is dismal. The develop-

ment of government air and water pollution controls is a case in point.

Despite very strong public opinion in favor of measures to curb such

pollution, the States by and large failed to take action. The Federal

government gradually assumed greater responsibility in these areas

largely because the States refused to act. One reason for this was that

industry groups tend to have more influence in state and local govern-

ments (Wenner, 1976; Davies and Davies, 1975). Ingram, Laney and McCain

(1980) demonstrate this phenomena (and some of the reasons for it) in

the state legislatures of four Southwestern states. There is a similar

situation with land and resource management. The Western states in

particular and most states in general have not paid adequate attention

to their resources responsibilities (Mann, 1963b, p. 409), often because

of the power of certain user groups. When it comes to public resource

programs "too often these groups have stood back and waited for the

national government, with its greater tax resources, to undertake re-

sponsibilities that they later complain about" (Mann, 1963b, p. 411).

One example the Sagebrush opponents love to bring up is the

record of Nevada, the home of the Sagebrush Rebellion. The Los Angeles 

Times said it this way in an editorial:

It must be said that Nevada, the birthplace of the Rebellion,
has an appalling record of indifference to the preservation of
its own scenic resources. Lake Tahoe, once one of the most
magnificent alpine lakes in the world, now suffers from ex-
cessive urbanization, air and water pollution and traffic
congestion because of the gambling industry's dominance of the
state legislature (September 10, 1979).
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The Sagebrush opponents, then, say that not only is the more

local level of government not necessarily closer to the people but that

it is more likely in resource and pollution matters to be dominated by

locally powerful industries. Larger but more diffuse interest groups

are usually better represented at the national level (Grodzins, 1966,

p. 318). Federal management of this fragile land is therefore more

balanced than local management in considering all possible users of the

land.

As discussed earlier, Sagebrush supporters strongly prefer

private ownership of land and resources (at least in principle). Op-

ponents of the Rebellion tend to disagree at least where the present re-

maining public domain is concerned. They argue that the land is a

national heritage that should be protected by the public for public

benefit. They argue that private market economics tend to undervalue

scenic, wildlife, and watershed values of the land, and do not adequately

protect the interests of future generations. They argue that, at any

rate, most of the original public domain has already passed into private

hands, including those lands most suitable to dominant uses like inten-

sive farming and commercial development.

A corollary of this fondness for public ownership of land and

resources is a love of, and a somewhat naive faith in, government

planning. Sagebrush supporters tend to gnash their teeth at the mention

of "government land use planning." On the other hand, for many environ-

mentalists "government land use planning" is a kind of talisman, a sacred

phrase. It stands for a seldom defined process that somehow will
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counteract the tendency that they see for the private sector to pillage

and generally muck up the landscape. This lust for planning often over-

looks the fact that planning does not take place in a vacuum. It is a

part of the political process and subject to constant political and

economic pressures. Cortner and Schweitzer (1981) have recently deline-

ated several of the inherent problems that arise when a government agency

attempts "rational" public resource planning. Any public bureaucracy's

behavior is influenced by its needs to "secure its own institutional

survival, maintain its'political hegemony, and protect its organizational

autonomy." When such a bureaucracy engages in long term planning, it

will avoid open discussion and consideration of alternatives that would

upset the balanced array of groups from which it derives outside political

support. Also a bureaucratic unit is reluctant to consider alternatives

that would decrease its own budget or powers or that would require radical

changes in its mode of operations. Finally, our political system en-

courages consideration of problems and their solutions in the short term.

An agency that suggests activities that emphasize short term costs and

long term benefits is asking for political trouble. What is more, the

limits of the powers of public planning must at some point be defined,

and that too will be a political decision. At any rate, one side hates

planning and roots for Mill's "unseen hand," while the other side loves

it uncritically.

This review of the political aspects of the Sagebrush Rebellion

indicates that the political viewpoints of the two sides are funda-

mentally different. These differences are too deep for cosmetic
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solutions. These differences help to explain why urban legislators who

never set foot on BLM land can throw themselves into the Sagebrush de-

bate with passion. The legal issues in the Sagebrush Rebellion may be

a smokescreen of no substance, but the political issues are quite real.

Also quite real, and more complex, are the "on the ground" disputes of

how to use and manage the land. These disputes will be analyzed in the

next two chapters.



CHAPTER 4

MANAGING PUBLIC LAND IN ARIZONA

While some people argue over grand questions of political philoso-

phy, others approach the Sagebrush Rebellion on a more prosaic level.

How many animal unit months (AUMs) of grazing should be allowed on this

section of land? How much should they cost? Should an area be declared

a "wilderness" area? Where is surface mining inappropriate? What is

the recreation value of a certain area?

The Sagebrush Rebellion legislation, if it ever took effect,

would transfer roughly 12.5 million acres of land in Arizona from BLM

management to State Land Department management. Many groups who use

these lands welcome the change with open arms. Other user groups deplore

such a change. Clearly these two government units must differ in their

management of the lands assigned to them.

Figures 1-7 provide some raw data on the operations of the BLM

and the State Land Department in Arizona. These figures represent two

memoranda prepared by this author for State Representative Joe Lane,

sponsor of the Sagebrush Rebellion bill, and for State Representative

Donna Carlson West, co-sponsor of the bill and Chairman of the House

Counties and Municipalities Committee which heard the bill. These

memoranda were reproduced and given to all Arizona House members and

many Arizona Senate members. The figures presented were distilled from

29
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

M EMO aANDUU

To: Representative Donna Carlson West	
FROM:	 John L. Keane

RE: H.S. 2001
	

DATE:
	

February 25, 1980

In answer to your request, the following figures have been calculated for
fiscal 1979 for the 3.L.M. in Arizona and the State Lana °apartment.

Revenue Produced
Revenue Produced Management	 Per Full Time

	
Full Time 2moloyees

Per Acre	Costs Per Acre 	Emolovee 
	

Per Million Acres 

3.L.M. S	 .24 S	 .65 S	 11,414 20

State Land
°apartment 51.95 5	 .24 5193,028 10

Figures 1-7. Fact sheets on the State Land Department and the BLM dis-
tributed to all Arizona House of Representative members and some
Arizona State Senate members during hearings and debate on the
Sagebrush Rebellion bill 1980 legislative session.
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MEMORANDUM

To: Representative Oonna Carlson West
	

FROM: John L. Keane

RE:	 H.8. 2001	 DATE:	 February 25, 1980

The attached pages contain information on the 3LN (In Arizona) and on
the State Land Department. This information answers some of the questions
raised at the earlier meeting of the Counties and Municipalities Committee.

Figure 2
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1

BLM & STATE LAND DEPARTMENT HOLDINGS BY COUNTY (IN ACRES)

STATE LAND
ARIZONA DEPARTMENT	 BLM

APACHE 698,711 136,079

COCHISE 1,373,029 315,964

COCONINO 1,123,713 593,500

GILA 29,864 53,233

GRAHAM 551,153 724,536

GREENLEE 140,528 192,724

A4RICOPA 597,072 1,333,031

MOHAVE 627,387 5,014,212

NAVAJO 370,563 23,215

PIMA 935,763 367,626

PINAL	 • 1,228,925 419,367

SANTA CRUZ 61,739 385

YAVAPAI 1,392,037 471,225

YUMA 450,289 2,251 ,652

TOTALS 9,581,974 12,558,749

Sales of State Lands Acres

Patents issued from statehood to 6/30/79 954,290

Currently under sales contracts 117,097

Total	 net acres sold since statehood 1,071,387

Figure 3
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2

STATE LAND DEPARTMENT PROFILE

Sources of Revenue (generated from the land, fiscal year 1979)

Surface leases:

Agricultural	 leases 630,724
Commercial	 leases 310,557
Grazing leases 877,994
Timber sales 71,713
Rights of way 870,929
U.S.	 Contracts 982,351
Special	 use permits 79,573
Lease of homesites 3,550

Total surface leases	 4,332,592

Subsurface leases:

Prospecting permits 326,965
Mineral	 materials 15,919
Minerals 40,020
Oil	 & gas 1,638,043
Geothermal 3,408

Total subsurface leases	 2_074,355

Royalties	 3,403,930

Land Sales

Principal
	

7,394,939
interest
	

1,017,395 

Total Land Sales	 8,912,324*

Total Land Revenue 	518,723,311*

* These figures are about $5,000,000 greater in
ceding years due to some unusual	 land sales to

EXPENDITURES

1979	 than	 in any of the 10 pre-
County Flood Control	 Oistricts.

Administrative Services 527,341
Board of Appeals 21,356
Contracts and Records 235,762
Forestry Management 249,923
Natural	 Resources Management 660,001

(Minerals, energy,	 range,	 hydrology)
Urban & Commercial	 Development 400,682

Information Resources 228,130 

TOTAL MANAGEMENT EXPENDITURES $2,324,195

Figure 4
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3

- The State Land Department has 97 full time employees.

- The State still has to select from the SO lands about 170,000 acres.

- The Land Department sold 2,031.85 acres in FY 1979.

Figure 5
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80

Sources of Revenue (generated

PROFILE	 (In Arizona)

from the land,	 fiscal year 1978)

Grazing leases, permits, etc. S	 989,656
Sales of timber 2,911
Rights of way 184,740
Fees & commissions T67,447
Rent of land 3,420
Sales	 of land 15,385
Mineral	 leases,	 permits 1,186,686
Other sources 3,525

Total	Land Pev ,=nue 32,387,775

Excenditures on Manacement of Public Land

Recreation 956,315
Construction S	 34,370
Maintenance 320,344
Development :!4
Operation 175,126

Management 375,476

Range Management 1,759,162
Range Improvements 360,068
Transportation Construction

1 Maintenance 382,919
Wildlife Habitat Management 304,359 *
Soil,Water,Air and	 Forest

Management 467,342
Fire Management 135,325
Surveys 172,235
Energy Resources 149,093
Mineral	 Resources 450,787
Planning 313,010
Land & Realty Operations 1,149,840
Program Services	 (Mostly Salaries) 1,522,776
Data Management 72,849
Other Administrative Costs 73,734

TOTAL EXPENDITURES $8,269,825

* The activities of the Arizona Game and Fish Department, Wildlife Management

Division, include both state and federal lands. The Banes only recently
(since passage of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976) been

receiving and spending funds for wildlife management.

-out of GUI's total Revenue in fiscal year 1978, $954,459, or about 33%, was

allocated to the State of Arizona.

-80 had 253 total permanent employees in Arizona in fiscal year 1978.

-80 in 1978 actually conveyed title to 431.43 acres in Arizona, of which 168

acres were to the state.

-While a complete breakdown of F.Y.1979 figures for 80 is not available, total

expenditures were $8,759.900 and total receipts were 32,983,800.

Figure 6
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IN LIEU TAX PAYMENTS TO ARIZONA COUNTIES

Fiscal Year - 9/17/79

5

County

Apache

Cochise

Coconino

Gila

Graham

Greenlee

Maricopa

Mohave

Navajo

Pima

Pinal

Santa Cruz

Yavapai

Yuma

TOTAL

Full Entitlement 

5319,760

598,058

457,796

572,142'

493,5-35

270,132

315,153

864,344

159,227

918,615

449,446

275,537

433,484

974,444 •

$ 7,708,489

Reduction in Payment
with BLM Land Removed 

5102,059

250,541

39,350

40, 1 74

252,370

493,25(3

52,411

314,575

288.00

163,342 

51,749,168

Figure 7
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the Arizona State Land Department Annual Report (1979), Arizona BLM

Facts (Department of the Interior, 1979a), and from conversations with

officials of both agencies. An effort was made to strip away income or

expenses that fell to these agencies for one administrative reason or

another, but which were not really a part of the agency's regular

management of its land.

Supporters of the Sagebrush Rebellion gleefully picked out and

compared the total land income and total management expense figures for

the two agencies. The differences are enormous. Particularly damning

for the BLM are the comparisons of Figure 1. It would appear that the

BLM is grossly inefficient indeed compared to the State Land Department.

These kinds of comparisons must be taken with more than one

grain of salt. The fact that these two agencies provide different kinds

•and amounts of information alone makes comparison difficult. This

chapter will briefly examine these two land management agencies: their

histories, their current revenues, and their current expenditures. At

the end of the chapter the BLM-State Land Department comparison will be

reviewed.

The State Land Department 

The Land

The State Land Department currently manages a little over 9.5

million acres in Arizona. This represents roughly 13% of the land and

about 40% of the non-Federal and non-Indian land in the state.

The Northwest Ordinance of 1789 provided that sections 16 and

36 of each township would be granted to each new state for the support of
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schools. The Arizona Enabling Act of 1910 also granted sections 2 and

32 of each township and made various other specific grants for the

support of other institutions (see sections 24 and 25 of the Arizona

Enabling Act, Arizona Revised Statutes, 1956, volume 1). If the sections

assigned to the state were already occupied, contained already known

minerals, or were already appropriated by Congress for some reason, then

the state could select other acreage in lieu of the specific grants.

The state has still not selected 170,000 of the acres due to it from the

public domain BLM lands. If the section grants fell in National Forests,

no in lieu selection was given; instead the state receives a percentage

of the gross revenue from these forests.

The general areas of the state under state management are shown

in Figure 8. This map is meant to provide a broad view. It is diffi-

cult on a map of such small scale to show the complex checkerboard

patterns of ownership that often exist at the local level. These local

crazy quilts of ownership and responsibility make management more com-

plex and expensive for all parties involved. It has been routinely

suggested that more exchanges be made to consolidate land holding into

more manageable patterns (e.g., Calef, 1960; Public Land Law Review 

Commission, 1970), but very little has been done.

A comparison of Figure 8 with topographic, climatic, and vege-

tation maps (e.g., Brown, 1973; U.S. Geological Survey, 1974) might

generate the following comments about the state-managed lands. While

these lands can be found in every county and at a wide variety of eleva-

tions, some strong patterns are present. Most state lands can be found
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(after maps in Ownership and Administration of Public Lands in 
Arizona, prepared by the Planning Division, Department of
Economic Planning and Development, State of Arizona, July 1971.
p. 29, 125. original scale 1:500,000.)

Figure 8. Major patterns of land ownership in Arizona: State Trust Lands.
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in a broad band that forms a "U" running roughly from Springerville to

just south of the Grand Canyon to Kingman and then down all the way to

Douglas. This land forms a band around and in some cases between the

National Forests. The National Forests are of course at the highest

elevations, with the most rainfall. Much of the state land lies at

intermediate elevations below these forests, from 3000 to 6500 feet.

With their higher rainfall and lower temperatures, these intermediate

elevations have far greater grazing potential than the lower elevations

which only support various desert scrub ecotypes. This state land can

be classified as plains grasslands, desert grasslands, chaparral, and

pinyon juniper vegetation types. The state also has a good deal of

acreage in the upper Sonoran scrub zone above 2500 feet to 4000 feet in

the Sulphur Springs Valley, San Pedro Valley, and in the band from the

Bradshaw Mountains, some 40 miles north of Phoenix, to Tucson, between

the intermediate elevations and the low deserts to the West. The state

also has very significant holdings around the fringes of greater Phoenix,

Tucson, Prescott and Douglas. The state's holdings at the lower eleva-

tions include some irrigated acreage between Tucson and Phoenix and in

the Wellton-Mohawk area. Finally, in the last several years there has

been a flurry of speculation over the oil and gas potential of a shadowy

geological formation called the "overthrust belt" which is said to run

roughly from Kingman to Douglas. Millions of acres of state land have

been leased for oil and gas exploration in the last few years. If sig-

nificant finds are ever made, the state trust lands seem to be well

located to reap some benefits.
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So, while much prime land was put into National Forests before

statehood, the state and private owners have carved out adjacent holdings

of the most valuable remaining land. The state to be sure has its many

scattered sections of hot desert scrub, but its belt of intermediate

elevation lands and its urban lands have great potential.

Trustee Management

The Enabling Act (section 28) says that these lands "must be

held in trust by the state." They may be sold under specified procedures.

The land, its natural products, and proceeds from the sales of both must

be used for the beneficiaries of the trust -- to support various public

institutions. Aside from the land's "trust" status, the State Land

Commissioner is required to deal with the land as he deems to be in the

"best interests of the state." This emphasis on trusteeship and revenue

production is common in the central and western states. Some states

have a simple legal requirement to manage the land to maximize revenues

(Cole, 1970). These trusteeship requirements give state management a

different flavor, a different orientation than its federal counterpart.

By and large

the responsibilities laid upon state land boards or commissioners
incline more heavily toward revenue production and monetary
safeguards than toward management of the natural resources from
which the funds are derived ... In contrast with federal land
management agency responsibilities, broadened by statute to
include all possible combinations of multiple uses of multiple
resources, the state land boards and commissioners have been
limited by statute to a singular, revenue-collecting responsi-
bility (Anderson, 1970, p. 153).

Raymond H. Simpson, at the time President of the Board of Land Commis-

sioners for the State of Colorado, put it clearly:
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In plain and simple language, the purpose of our Board is to
make money. This is a foreign concept in government. Most
people consider state land in the same category as public land,
but state land is not public land; it is trust land and must be
managed like any other trust. We do not give anything free to
anyone (1970, p. 161).

Simpson goes on to give an example of this idea. (This example

is the main reason why many hunters oppose the transfer of Federal land

to the states.) In general a lessee of BLM lands cannot really post his

lands and exclude hikers and such. On state trust land a lessee has the

right to post the land against many intruders (though usually not against

properly armed and permit-carrying hunters during the proper season). A

lease that allows posting is worth more than one that requires open public

access. The difference cannot be collected from recreationists, so the

state is obliged to use the kind of leases that maximize income.

Revenues

The State Land Department's revenues and expenditures are summa-

rized in Figure 4. Total land revenues were about eight times their

management costs. It is worth noting that the lion's share of the revenue

came from land sales. As Figure 4 indicates, this level of sales was

exceptional. There will however continue to be substantial revenues from

judicious sales of increasingly valuable land in the mushrooming urban

areas. In both the Land Department today and in the State Urban Lands

Task Force Report (1979) the sentiment is to make increasing use of commer-

cial leasing in these areas. The Task Force Report (p. 7) found that

"state leases are selling in the private market for substantial sums,

which suggests that the lease revenues are well below the market value."
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More sophisticated and aggressive management in such leasing (and there

are signs that this is beginning to happen) promise greatly increased

revenues from this source.

Mineral leases and royalties were the next most important source

of revenues. Soon to be published figures for fiscal year 1980 will

show a great increase in mineral royalties. The recent rise in world

copper prices has meant more copper mined and a greater value for the

copper; the state gets a 5% royalty on the net value of the copper pro-

duced. Revenues will also be increased here by better auditing of the

mineral producers (Deputy Land Commissioner Bob Lane, personal communi-

cation).

In the press, ranchers and farmers are pictured as the leaders of,

or at least the spiritual symbol of, the Sagebrush Rebellion. The State

Land Department derives relatively little income from these sources.

Most of the prime agricultural land in the state is in private hands.

Even though fiscal 1980 will show an enormous increase in revenues from

agricultural leases, future urban expansion and increasingly tight water

supplies will probably limit these revenues. The low grazing revenues

are a different story.

The Grazing Fee Controversy

Arizona leases a great deal of land for grazing -- about 8.75

million acres in fiscal 1979. Arizona also charges its rancher lessees

lower grazing fees than any other state -- lower by a good margin (Secre-

tary of the Interior and Secretary of Agriculture, 1977, p. C-61). The

formula for calculating grazing fees has been in the state statutes for
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some twenty years now and change would require action by the legislature.

The formula to determine the rent per animal unit is based on the

average market price of cattle for the preceding year (Arizona Revised 

Statutes 37-285). In fiscal 1980 this works out to $1.26 per animal unit

month (AUM). Not only are Arizona's fees much lower than other states,

but they are far less than the BLM and Forest Service charge on federal

lands ($2.36/AUM this year). Grazing fees on private land are higher

still.

Simplest economics point to several results. Whenever these

land management agencies lease grazing rights for less than their free

market value, the lease itself takes on a market value roughly equal to

the amount saved. By intentionally charging less than full market value

for the forage, the state through the Land Department is subsidizing

ranchers. The rancher benefits either through lower costs of production

or, as in some cases cited in New Mexico, through profitably sub-leasing

the land (Livestock Weekly, February 21, 1980). Basing the grazing fee

on the price of beef is meant to be a government tool to dampen the boom

and bust cycles so common in agriculture. When stock prices are low, the

stockman is less able to pay grazing fees, so he is allowed to pay less.

Ever since Gifford Pinchot initiated grazing fees on National

Forest lands in 1906, there have been any number of bitter and protracted

battles over how much the fee should be and how it should be calculated.

This complex subject is best covered in a report to Congress (Secretary

of the Interior and Secretary of Agriculture, 1977) and in Foss (1960,

Chapter 8). This paper will carefully avoid slipping into the quagmire
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of economic details in the grazing fee fight. Suffice it to say, the

livestock industry tends to like fees that fluctuate with stock prices.

Of course, the industry also likes the fees to be as low as possible.

Many government officials, especially those on appropriations committees,

want the fees to reflect the full market value of the product the public

is selling. For years Federal fees were very low and based on livestock

prices. Then a formula based on the market value of the forage was used

and fees were allowed to slowly rise toward this goal. Recently, under

the Public Rangelands Improvement Act of 1978 (P. L. 95-514, 92 stat

1803-1810) the fee formula was changed again for an experiment to run

from 1979-1985. The new formula tries to "represent the economic value

of the use of the land to the user" and livestock price indexing. The

legislation, then, clearly shows the signs of the tug-of-war between

the market value school and the livestock price school. On a more

general level the tug-of-war is whether grazing fees on public lands are

to give the public treasury full value when selling its goods, or

whether the fees should be one instrument of government policies to

support the cattle-growing industry. This Federal fee may be an uneasy

compromise, and the fees may still be a subsidy because they are below

market value, but the fees are a good deal closer to market value than

the State of Arizona's amazing fees. Both the Public Land Law Review

(1970) and Secretary of Interior and Secretary of Agriculture (1977)

conclude that in general it is not sensible economic or social policy to

sell goods from the public domain for less than full market value. If

the state or Federal government makes the decision that it wishes to aid
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or subsidize the livestock industry, there are more efficient and fair

ways to do it. Selling government forage at artificially low levels is

inefficient because of its distortion on the operation of market forces.

It is unfair to the ranchers who do not get these valuable subsidies and

unfair to the public that owns the forage.

It is surprising that Arizona's fees are so very low in the face

of the often trumpeted responsibility to earn a fair income from trust

resources. These fees are a testimony to the political strength of the

ranchers. Though few in number, ranchers in the Western states have

traditionally had a disproportionately great political power (Foss, 1960,

p. 198). (As was noted, ranchers have been in the vanguard of the Sage-

brush Rebellion.) These fees are also a symbol, an easily documented

demonstration of the tradition of legislative neglect for state land and

natural resources in Arizona. This neglect can be made clearer by dis-

cussing the State Land Department's management expenditures.

Expenditures

In fiscal year 1979 the total of real management expenditures by

the State Land Department was about $2.3 million, or about $0.24/acre.

This is far less than the BLM spends on its lands. Sagebrush Rebellion

supporters say that this indicates BLM -inefficiency; conservationists

say that this indicates State Land Department inadequacy. Both sides

are probably right.

A part of the difference between the spending levels is illusory.

As one study pointed out (Arizona Department of Economic Planning and

Development, 1971), the BLM is responsible for all phases of land
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management on public domain lands. At the state level the Game and Fish

Department and the Water Commission have some sort of responsibilities

where state trust land is concerned. Presently, some small part of

their management budgets are spent directly on state trust lands.

Aside from this division of responsibilities, it has been made

clear that the state trust lands are managed for revenue and not for

"multiple use." Comparing BLM and State Land Department budgets, the

state spends nothing or close to it on recreation, watershed management,

range management, wildlife management, fire control or research. The

question becomes, how well has state management met its own more limited

fiduciary goals?

Given the amount of land and money involved, it is quite sur-

prising that there are so few published comments on this question. There

are however several indications that the Land Department has not done

terribly well. State lands are widely and routinely said to be very

overgrazed. Just how true this general assumption is is hard to say.

The State is just starting the first inventory of its rangelands and the

condition of those lands in its seventy-year history! (The State Land

Office in New Mexico is making rangeland appraisals of its nine million

grazing acres for the first time in fifty years (Livestock Weekly,

February 21, 1980).) The State Land Department may not know if its

lands are overgrazed, but others have expressed an opinion. Steve

Galizioli, a longtime official of the State Game and Fish Department,

says that these lands are very much overgrazed, and he contrasted state

inattention with BLM attempts to correct the results of past overgrazing

(Arizona Wildlife News, 1979). Mr. Galizioli has discussed the fact
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that in the past so many of the Game and Fish Department's wildlife

habitat improvement projects were put on BLM rather than state lands.

The easiest and cheapest habitat improvements in the Southwest are likely

to be water supply augmentations. Often on BLM lands, water, rather than

food or cover, was the limiting factor to many wildlife populations.

State lands are overgrazed to such an extent that food and cover may

become the major limiting factors for game; that kind of habitat improve-

ment is far more expensive and difficult to provide (Steve Galizioli,

personal communication).

Not only has the Land Department failed to go out and look at the

condition of its range, but is has up until the last year or two utterly

failed to check on the leases to see if the terms of grazing leases were

being kept. Such violations (especially running more stock than the

lease allows as "carrying capacity") were thought to be common, but the

state almost never filed suit or even investigated. Tentative steps to

boost the Department's trespass program recently turned up several cases

where ranchers were running ten times as many head of stock as the lease

carrying capacity allowed!

This same lack of funds, personnel and aggressiveness shows up

in other areas. The Department has probably lost a good deal of money

on royalties on gravel, copper, and other minerals by not auditing the

companies involved often enough and by inadequate on-site inspection

(Deputy Commissioner Bob Lane, personal communication). Also, there are

various examples in the past of state land being sold for apparently too

low a price -- due to poor planning, poor appraising, lack of vision, or
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just plain dishonesty (Governor Babbitt lists several of these occasions

in his veto message as reprinted in New Times Weekly, April 23-29, 1980.

Some Babbitt opponents feel that the last such disastrous sale took

place under Babbitt's aegis.) A report just issued by the State Auditor

General's office estimates some of the costs of Arizona's unaggressive

approach to its lands (Arizona Daily Star, September 6, 1980). The

state could be losing up to $14.7 million per year because its grazing

fees and mineral royalties are lower than those that other states charge,

and because of inadequate enforcement of leases and other management

shortcomings.

The State Land Commissioner does have general long-range planning

powers (Arizona Revised Statutes, 37-132) but these seem to have been

under-utilized. Given the extensive state lands in growing urban areas,

use of the planning powers holds potential not only for improving the

quality of the development but also for maximizing the revenue to the

state. Discussions of such planning seldom appear in print for public

consumption, and when they do they are inadequate (Arizona State Land

Department Annual Report, 1976).

The picture is not entirely bleak. There have been some improve-

ments in State Land Department management, especially in the last

several years. Only limited improvement can come from within; it is

the Legislature that dictates levels of personnel, spending, and statu-

tory authority. The Legislature does not have an encouraging record.

There are several reasons for this. Urban conservatives in the politi-

cally dominant Phoenix area are suspicious of adding to the size of any
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state bureaucracy, and they have an instinctive distrust of governmental

planning and management of any kind. Organized resource user groups,

on the other hand, have traditionally been powerful in western states.

The result of interest-group domination of the legislature is
a strong tendency for the users of a state's resources to have
a somewhat free hand in the determination of the manner in
which the resources will be used. Grazers, who want a minimum
of regulation of a state's public lands, are able to keep the
appropriations for state land departments relatively low, in
order to guarantee less effective administration (Mann, 1963b,
p. 414).

Of course the same has traditionally been true at the national level

where BLM appropriations are concerned. As one anonymous BLM official

put it, "The tendency out West is to keep BLM barefoot and pregnant"

(Washington Post, November 11, 1979).

The end result over the years has been a small, unaggressive

agency, "limited almost entirely to housekeeping and record-keeping

functions" (Mann, 1963b, p. 118). Asked to comment on this characteri-

zation, the present Deputy Land Commissioner Bob Lane said that it was

quite accurate in the past and still largely accurate today. He added

that even these functions were not done well -- inventories had been

inadequate and records were "in ridiculously poor shape" (personal

communication). Mr. Lane then made essentially the same comment that

Dean Mann made about Arizona seventeen years ago:

It appears that there is no lack of statutory authority to
manage efficiently the state lands and to perform conserva-
tion work on them. The inadequacy lies in the unwillingness
of the state legislature to provide money and personnel to
perform the work (Mann, 1963a).

In 1971, the Arizona State Department of Economic Planning and Develop-

ment found the Land Department to have no comprehensive land policy and
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that its budget was insufficient to allow it to keep up with the changing

status of state lands. The report said there was no active management

of the lands, only ad hoc responses. The same is still largely true

today.

The Bureau of Land Management 

The Land

The BLM manages over 12.5 million acres of Arizona. This is

nearly 17% of the land in the state. This is the land that is often

referred to as the "public domain." The land is best described by what

it is not. It is the lands that individuals did not want to buy, that

were not given to the state, that were not given to railroads, that were

not set aside as National Parks or National Forests, that were not in-

cluded in Indian reservations. It is the national "leftovers" after more

than a century and a half of in one way or another disposing of the public

domain.

Figure 9 shows the general location of the BLM's Arizona land.

As with state lands, a general description of the land can be drawn by

comparing Figure 9 with vegetation, rainfall, and elevation maps (Brown,

1973; U.S. Geological Survey, 1974). The bulk of the BLM lands are in

the low western deserts in Yuma, Mohave and western Maricopa counties.

Elevations are typically between 1000 and 3000 feet here. Lower and

Upper Sonoran Desert scrub and Mohave Desert scrub dominate the area.

The next largest area of BLM responsibility is the "Arizona strip" area

in the northwest corner of the state, north of the Grand Canyon and

west of the Navaho reservation and the Kaibab Plateau. Elevations range
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50% BLM/50% private ownership

80-100% BLM

National Forests

fkk. -fo

(after maps in Ownership and Administration of Public Lands in 
Arizona, prepared by the Planning Division, Department of
Economic Planning and Development, State of Arizona, July 1971.
p. 29, 125. original scale 1:500,000.)

Figure 9. Major patterns of land ownership in Arizona: The Bureau of
Land Management (BLM).
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from around 2000 feet, below the Grand Wash Cliffs, to around 6000 feet.

Vegetation types include Mohave and Great Basin Desert scrubs, Desert

Grasslands, and Pinyon-Juniper. The third large BLM land area is around

the Safford-Duncan area of southeastern Arizona. Upper Sonoran and

Chihuahuan Desert scrub and Desert Grassland types predominate at eleva-

tions usually 3000 to 5000 feet. Otherwise, the BLM has scattered desert

scrub holdings in Pinal County and in the plains of the Little Colorado

drainage system between the White Mountains and the Navaho reservation.

Some of these lands have grazing potentials and moderate climates

like many of the state trust lands. This is especially true of the land

in parts of the Safford area and in parts of the relatively remote

Arizona strip. The vast majority of the land however, is remote, un-

watered desert scrub that provides poor grazing. The BLM has few lands

near urban areas and virtually no irrigated farm land.

Evolution of Land Management

This is hardly the place to chronicle the colorful and complex

history of the BLM and its antecedents (Clawson, 1971; Gates, 1968; Voigt,

1976; Foss, 1960). It is important, though, to illustrate several trends

in the management of these lands. These trends have very much indeed to

do with the Sagebrush Rebellion.

These public domain lands were essentially open to private exploi-

tation until the 1930's. Drought and fantastic abuse by unregulated

rancher users brought about alarming range conditions. Even many ranchers

were won over to the idea that regulation of grazing on public lands was
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necessary. The Taylor Grazing Act of 1934 set up machinery to establish

fees (which were for years quite low) for grazing on public lands and

organized grazing districts that would portion out among stockmen the

grazing rights in each area. The Taylor Grazing Act was a landmark in

the treatment of the public domain. The same ideas of management, pro-

tection, and "wise use" that had long ago taken root on National Forest

lands were just beginning to be applied to the Federal range and deserts

as well. Yet a number of complaints have been made about the administra-

tion of the public domain in the years following 1934. One complaint

was that the Federal agencies that oversaw this land remained under the

thumb of the ranchers and miners who used the lands. This phenomenon of

regulatory agency "capture" by those being regulated is certainly common

enough in both state and Federal governments. Any regulatory agency

that has only one interest group, one "clientele" as it were, will

inevitably be either kept too weak to really regulate or will be

"captured" and its regulatory powers put to work for the sole benefit

of the regulated. In order to prosper and maintain any sort of inde-

pendence an agency must serve a variety of clienteles. This lack of

other interest groups had a profound effect for the period from 1934

until the 1960's. Voigt (1976) admits that during this period converva-

tionists and outdoorsmen concentrated their political firepower on the

Forest Service and tended to ignore the plight of the BLM and its ante-

cedents. Man (1963b) contrasts the BLM with the Forest Service. The

Forest Service to a reasonable extent avoided domination by forest user

industries partly because of the powerful support of the conservation

movement.
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In contrast, the Bureau of Land Management, having no power-
ful supporting interest groups and not serving a variety of
clientele groups as does the Forest Service, has been sub-
jected to powerful political pressures, both national and
local and has, therefore, been only a moderate success (Mann,
1963b, p. 422).

Charles Stoddard put it another way:

In situations where public interest is low, special interest
succeeds. I am not suggesting that you read into these words
any sinister meaning. When the public's -- the people's --
attitude was that the West was a useless wasteland, those
who went west were able to proceed on their own terms. The
federal lands are areas where until recently there has been
a low level of public interest and participation in their
direction (Stoddard, 1970, p. 71).

Calef too notes that the BLM land had not enlisted the interest or

support of any other group to counterbalance the "extraordinary effect"

of the political power of the livestock industry in Congress. Calef

describes the results of this political weakness of the BLM:

From the standpoint of range administration, the political
weakness of the old Grazing Service and the BLM has had two
unfortunate effects. In the first place, it has obliged these
agencies to operate with wholly insufficient personnel . . .
A second major weakness of the BLM resulting from its political
vulnerability lies in the necessity for it to follow an ex-
tremely soft line in its dealings with the ranchers whose
operations on the federal lands it is supposed to be regu-
lating . . . Changes in grazing intensity, grazing pattern,
period of use, or stock distribution which BLM personnel
recommend are postponed, held in abeyance, or profoundly
modified if the affected ranchers oppose them strongly enough
(Calef, 1960, p. 260-261).

Another complaint that follows from the BLM's political weakness is

that grazing fees were far too low for years. Another related complaint

is that because changes dictated by scientific range management could

not be put into effect, range conditions have continued to slowly deteri-

orate to the ultimate detriment of all interests concerned.
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The last twenty years have seen significant change for the BLM.

The rise of the "environmental movement" and increasing interest in the

public domain by groups other than ranchers and miners have transformed

the BLM and its legislative mandate. The Multiple Use Act of 1960

instructing the Forest Service to consider a variety of land users and

their impacts on each other was a harbinger of things to come. First

steps for the BLM came with the Classification and Multiple Use Act of

1964. The Public Land Law Review Commission issued its recommendations

in 1970, and many (but by no means all) of these were incorporated

finally in the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA).

This law (P.L. 94-579, 90 stat 2743-2794) is, depending on one's point

of view, a culmination of needed reforms or the straw that broke the

camel's back. The law not only made it "the policy of the United States

that the public lands be retained in Federal ownership" but also

established BLM powers for extensive land use planning. The BLM was

told to manage the land on the basis of multiple use. The BLM was told

not only to recognize "the Nation's need for domestic sources of

minerals, food, timber and fiber from public lands" but also to see that

the

lands be managed in a manner that will protect the quality of
scientific, scenic, historical, ecological, environmental, air
and atmospheric, water resource, and archeological values;
that where appropriate [United States policy] will preserve
and protect certain public lands in their natural condition;
that will provide food and habitat for fish and wildlife and
domestic animals; and that [United States policy] will provide
for outdoor recreation and human occupancy (90 stat 2745).

Over the last ten years the BLM has been given broad new powers, new

management goals, many more employees, and a lot more money.
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Revenues

Figure 6 shows the land revenues and the land management expenses

for the BLM in Arizona in fiscal 1978. In striking contrast to the

State Land Department, the BLM in Arizona had management costs far

greater than revenues.

Revenues were generated almost entirely from minerals and grazing.

Several clarifications must be made before these revenues can be com-

pared with State Land Department revenues from similar sources. For one

thing, the BLM operates under different mining laws than does the state.

There are three different systems for minerals on federal land (Public

Land Law Review Commission, 1970, pp. 124 ff). A leasing system covers

oil, gas, coal, sulphur, phosphate and several other minerals. "Common

materials" (such as sand and gravel) are sold, normally by competitive

bidding. "Hard rock" or metallic minerals fall under the General Mining

Law of 1872; the locator of the minerals may file a claim with the BLM

and receive title to the land and/or minerals. The BLM receives only a

nominal patent fee. The more important mineral deposits in Arizona fall

into this last category, so the Arizona BLM's revenues are low. Next

door in New Mexico, by contrast, the BLM makes many millions of dollars

from the royalties from oil and gas production.

The BLM charges much higher grazing fees than the state and it

has more total acres to lease. Why are their grazing revenues about the

same? For one thing, most of BLM's lands have less potential to produce

forage than the state lands because of climate and vegetation factors.

The BLM may have more acres but the state has potentially more AUM's.
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Secondly, numerous studies over the years (see for example, U.S. Depart-

ment of the Interior, 1975) have indicated poor and often declining range

conditions on western ranges. In response to this, the BLM has for years

been cutting back the estimated carrying capacity that it leases in

order to halt range decline, stop the desertification process, and even

improve future productivity. The AUM's authorized on Grazing District

lands in Arizona declined steadily from 807,176 in 1966 to 593,236 in

1970 to 471,440 in 1975 (U.S. Department of the Interior, 1976). So in

spite of fee increases total revenue has been slow to rise.

Expenditures

The BLM's management expenditures are far higher than the State

Land Department. It is clearly not possible to compare the two agencies'

figures too closely. The published figures are broken down differently

and presented differently, usually without adequate detailed explanation.

It is obvious though that the BLM spends the bulk of its money for many

"multiple use" management purposes like wildlife and recreation. The

State Land Department does not.

Given this evolution of BLM management and its current state of

affairs, why are Sagebrush Rebellion proponents so upset with the Bureau?

Legal and political reasons aside, what are their objections to the BLM's

land management?

Complaints about the BLM Grazing Fees

One traditional complaint is of course the steady rise of grazing

fees towards (but still below) market level. Ranchers have always
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resisted a fee based on any market value principle. Voigt discusses one

ramification of the low fees, true of either BLM or Arizona state lands:

Fees started lower and they have remained considerably under
what ranchers have had to pay to rent private pasturage. It
was not long before permit -tees discovered that the low fees
they paid gave their stock and their home bases a value con-
siderably higher than that of a neighbor in comparable terri-
tory who did not have a grazing preference. Permittees began
to take advantage of this, adding a specific amount to a sale
price for each herd of livestock or AUM of use specified in
their permits . . . The low fees and the permit values they
spawned tended to convert the permittee's grazing privilege
into a property right (1976, p. 55, 57).

Increasing the grazing fees (in effect, reducing the subsidy) to BLM

lessees and lowering the number of AUMs of use allowed on their lease

(to be discussed shortly) have the effect of reducing ranch values and

weakening the rancher's borrowing power at the banks.

Decreased Grazing Allotments

The ranchers are of course opposed to decreases in their AUM

allotments. The BLM says the lands are very overgrazed and that the

process of desertification is setting in. Dr. Jack D. Johnson, Director

of Arid Land Studies at the University of Arizona, says in the New York 

Times that Arizona, New Mexico, and West Texas are already losing $1

billion a year because of the transformation of fertile lands to desert

due to misuse. The New York Times goes on to note that the FLPMA gives

the BLM "a clear mandate to take care of the land, rather than its

users" (July 29, 1979). The BLM admits some ranchers may be hurt in

the short run, but that by protecting the land more forage for livestock

can be produced in the long run. Soil erosion will be reduced, water-

shed values enhanced, and wildlife habitat improved. Ranchers, of
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course, vocally dispute the BLM range managers' findings about over-

grazing (for example, Tucson Citizen, March 5, 1980). The ranchers feel

they work with the land everyday and should know its condition best.

The confrontation between the crusty, experienced rancher and the young,

college-trained scientist-bureaucrat is a caricature loved by the press,

but it has some truth to it. However, the weight of scientific evidence

of poor range conditions is large and growing, and is impossible to

ignore. The BLM does not have the staff to examine every area on a

section-by-section basis during all seasons of the year; it may there-

fore make broad AUM reductions that are greater than necessary for the

long term health and stability of the range in some areas (and less than

that necessary in others). Nevertheless, the case for grazing reductions

is strong.

Lease Terms

Another complaint from ranchers has been against short-term leases

offered at times by the BLM. Such unstable tenure made planning difficult.

This problem seems to be quickly disappearing. Many of the short leases

BLM was offering resulted from court-required environmental impact state-

ments in the various grazing districts, from the uncertainties created by

the roadless area wilderness review process, and from the uncertainties

arising from the initial phases of implementation of FLPMA. As these

hurdles are overcome, BLM's need for the shorter leases decreases.

Finally, the Public Rangelands Improvement Act of 1978 responded quickly

to ranchers' complaints by specifying standard 10-year leases in all but

the most special circumstances.
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Wilderness

Major resource users in the west have come to complain bitterly

about the growing amount of land "locked up" in wilderness areas. In

many states, it is the timber industry that is most vocally upset about

the huge amount of land being considered for wilderness designation

under the RARE II program of the Forest Service. In Arizona, the biggest

complaints are from the mining industry (see for example William H.

Dresher's comments as reported in the U.S. Congressional Record, February

28, 1980, E942-E943). The industry feels they will be locked out of

areas whose minerals potentials are not really known. The industry has

a good point. Before the country can make a decision as important as

declaring a large tract "wilderness" not subject to further development,

it must know what the alternative uses of the land are and what they

might be worth. Many of the wilderness lands have not received adequate

mineralogical surveys.

This problem is not a simple one. First, when the BLM sets

aside land for "wilderness review," it is not as "locked up" as some

miners claim. Temporary regulations allow continued operation of old

mines, exploration, and new underground mining (if surface disturbance

is not too great) on this land. Only strip-surface mining is prohibited

until a final decision is made on wilderness status (New York Times,

December 13, 1979; The Arizona Republic, December 13, 1979). Secondly,

what constitutes an adequate mineralogical survey of an area? As ex-

ploration techniques improve, old surveys become outdated. As the

market demand for different materials changes, and as extraction tech-

niques change, the definition of "commercial quantities" of a mineral
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will change. All surveys are just that, surveys. Using the most

sophisticated and expensive exploration techniques for every conceivable

mineral over every square inch of land is an impossible goal. So again,

what constitutes an "adequate" survey? No doubt more exploration is

needed on some of the wilderness areas, but if the wilderness program

waited until the ultimate mineral and energy inventory of all the lands

were complete, it would wait forever, and there would be no wilderness

left to worry about. The BLM and Congress must exercise their judgment.

They must decide when enough information has been gathered to make a

decision.

In a more general context, many westerners think that the whole

wilderness program has gone far enough. They feel that the land and

its products should be used. They feel that "wise use" can be achieved

at acceptable levels of environmental degradation. They feel that zoning

off such large areas of the west for the sake of backpackers is an un-

fair exchange, and a violation of the multiple use concept. They feel it

limits the development potential of the west while making the United

States more dependent on foreign sources of energy, minerals, and other

materials. They feel that national, non-western constituencies over-

value wilderness, and that if it were up to the states to decide, they

would put wilderness into a more realistic perspective. Obviously, this

is a fundamental disagreement not easily resolved. There can only be

the truces formed from political clashes and compromise. Meanwhile any

land management agency, federal or state, will be caught in the middle.
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Lack of Local Input

The decisions made by the BLM more directly and profoundly affect

westerners and those living near public land than they do citizens in

the rest of the country. Sagebrush Rebellion supporters feel that the

local people affected and westerners in general do not have enough say

in these decisions. Not only is this politically unfair, they say, but

it makes for unrealistic land management decisions.

This broad complaint, like several of the others, is hard to

evaluate. Looking at the national political level, it certainly used to

be true that policy about public lands, particularly where grazing was

concerned, was made by a small group of westerners. Foss at the con-

clusion of his 1960 study stated that "the principal decision-makers of

the Federal grazing activity include [Taylor Grazing District] advisory

board members, leaders of the stockmen's associations, a small number of

Congressmen, and some members of the federal grazing bureaucracy"

(13. 199). Looking at the importance of committees and subcommittees in

the work Congress actually turns out, he concluded:

In reality, then, the Congress which makes decisions with
reference to the public range is ordinarily composed of a
very small group of Congressmen from the range states. These
Congressmen are influential both in legislation and in the
administration of the range (1960, p. 200).

Up to the present, Congressional committees and subcommittees dealing with

the public lands tend to be dominated by westerners (Kirscheten, 1979).

The Interior Secretary is typically a westerner. Although no figures are

available on this, probably a great majority of BLM employees are

westerners. Congressman Morris Udall of Arizona, chairman of the House
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Interior and Insular Affairs Committee, remarked that "The West, in fact,

is the only region in the country with its 'own' Cabinet agency -- the

Department of the Interior" (Kirschten, 1979). The Public Land Law Re-

view Commission, whose influential recommendations helped to shape FLPMA,

had thirteen of its nineteen members from western states. On the other

hand, there has been one important area not dominated by the west --

appropriations committees.

Part of the problem facing ranchers and miners is that in years

past they had nearly all the say in decision making; now they must share

the ear of Congress and the ear of the BLM with other competing interests.

The rise of a national environmental movement, the increase in outdoor

recreation, the new importance of energy development in the west, and

the rapid increase in the West's urban populations have combined to

undercut the power and influence of many traditional groups. These same

facts have upset the traditional rules of the game in Congress. Grazing

fees were established by westerners. Money for local western water and

reclamation projects were decided on by local political forces and by

certain rules, and Congressmen from other areas stayed out of the process.

'You stay out of mine and I'll stay out of yours.' The developments

listed above, along with others, have caused some breakdown in these

comfortable rules and allowed more players into a now more complex game

(Ingram, 1972).

At the local level, BLM bureaucrats have always had local ad-

visory boards -- Taylor Grazing District boards, and now mandated (pre-

viously optional) District Multip le Use Advisory Councils. In its
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public review draft, "Managing the Public Rangelands" (BLM, 1979b), the

BLM pledges in glowing terms more local involvement in the information

gathering and planning process, and improved liaison with local and

state governments. The Carter administration in general and the Interior

Department in particular have been stung by allegations of federal in-

sensitivity to local western needs. There has been a flurry of activity,

at least on paper, to improve this situation. These actions seem to be

confirming that there have recently been some problems with a lack of

input from local citizens and state and local governments as the BLM

tried to implement new national policies.

Still, the traditional resource user groups in the west tend to

feel that many of these steps are cosmetic, and that the increased

public input comes only after decisions have already been made. Large

bureaucracies, especially government bureaucracies faced with con-

flicting demands, may appear to lead an autonomous life encased behind

a protective web of rules and regulations. The BLM's present struggle

to overcome this common problem is in a state of flux.

Comparing the BLM and the 
State Land Department

In the first place, the lands administered by these two agencies

are distinctly different when taken as a whole. The state holds signi-

ficant lands in urban areas and can expect increased income from commer-

cial leasing and sales. The BLM has little such land. The state leases

some irrigated agricultural land; the BLM has none. The bulk of the

state's rural land is at intermediate levels of elevation between forests
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and desert scrub. The bulk of the BLM's lands are at lower elevations

with less rainfall, hotter temperatures, less usable forage production,

and in general less potential for development. So the location and

environmental characteristics of the land should be expected to produce

greater current revenue and future revenue potential for the State Land

Department. In addition, the BLM's planned grazing reductions, probably

justified on environmental and even economic grounds (U.S. Department of

the Interior, 1975), have reduced current revenue. Finally, federal

mining law which essentially gives away hard rock minerals has lowered

BLM revenue in Arizona over the years.

There are several clear reasons for the very different levels of

management costs in the two agencies. The BLM is now under legal mandate

to engage in "multiple use" management. Increasing national interest in

the environment and in the public domain lands has increased the money

and personnel available to carry out this task. The State Land Depart-

ment, even though it has fairly broad statutory authority, has like many

state land departments the orientation of trustee towards the lands; its

job is to produce revenues for the beneficiaries of the trust. Large

scale programs of "multiple use" management for things like recreation

and wildlife cost money. Such expenditures usually produce benefits but

not revenue. Furthermore, the state legislature has traditionally dis-

liked notions of bureaucratic planning and management; this is true both

for philosophical reasons and because more aggressive (and costly)

management might be against the economic interest of the powerful private

groups who use the land. Thus the State Land Department's management
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budget is kept very low; this is true even though more money spent on

management could increase revenue in many cases.

The BLM and State Land Department financial figures that were

introduced in the State Legislature were, in part, meant to demonstrate

the relative inefficiency of those bungling federal bureaucrats in the

BLM. These figures in themselves really say nothing about actual agency

"efficiency." It is entirely likely, even probable, that the State Land

Department is in some sense or another more efficient than the BLM, but

these figures do not really address this issue. These figures indicate

differences in the land itself, differences in the legal statutes the

agencies operate under, and differences in goals and philosophies.

In the past both agencies have been 'easy marks' in one way or

another for those who wished to use the land and its products. Both

have traditionally subsidized the ranchers who were their lessees by

selling grazing rights at far less than their market value. Today the

BLM is much nearer the market value than in the past; the State Land

Department's fees continue to constitute a significant price advantage

for those who hold its leases. The Federal government continues to give

away hard rock minerals to those who find them, while the state at least

extracts a 5% royalty. The State Land Department in the past appears to

have subsidized developers by occasionally selling land at less than its

value. This practice seems to be becoming more rare.

The overall approach of the two agencies has become quite differ-

ent. The BLM, following mandates from Congress and the Courts, is

becoming a more active and aggressive manager, with a strong emphasis on
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"planning" (of whatever quality), and "multiple use." Although rumbles

of change are being heard from the State Land Department, it remains

largely a passive, record-keeping agency with as yet little real coordi-

nated policy and limited indulgence in planning. "Single use" is the

prevailing policy. Where more than one use of the land is present, the

only uses considered are those that produce significant revenue.

Looking at the differences in another way, the Congress has

instructed the BLM (and the Forest Service) to care for the land in

perpetuity, to look after the long term ecological "health" and producti-

vity of the land. The western states in general and Arizona in particular

manage the land with a very short term perspective. There is little long

term planning, little concern for long term ecological conditions, and a

good deal of concern for maintaining next years land revenues at an

acceptable level. A nice illustration of this difference was touched on

earlier. The BLM finally got up the nerve to reduce grazing allotments,

costing ranchers and the BLM money in the short term; the BLM has long

term goals of increased range productivity and decreased erosion. It is

very difficult to imagine the State Land Department embarking on such a

program.



CHAPTER 5

"MULTIPLE USE": IN THE EYE OF THE BEHOLDER

The term "multiple use" management has appeared in this paper

many times. The purpose of this chapter is to clarify this somewhat

amorphous term and to demonstrate its pivotal role in the land manage-

ment disputes that help fuel the Sagebrush Rebellion.

State Representative Joe Lane says he is for multiple use; his

Sagebrush Rebellion bill specifies (37-902-b) that the lands gained by

the state would be managed under the "principles of multiple use."

Many critics of the Rebellion stress that the Rebellion is "part of an

emerging pattern of effective resistance by private interests to modern

multiple use management of western public lands" (Shay, 1980, p. 32).

Such critics say they are the true supporters of multiple use. Sage-

brush supporters counter that the wilderness programs championed by

these critics violate the multiple use idea. In general, Sagebrush

supporters emphasize "use"; opponents emphasize "multiple." At any

rate, Pearse (1969, p. 561) nicely summarizes the situation: "William

Howard Taft is reported to have said that there are a great many people

in favor of conservation, no matter what it means. Perhaps the same

can be said today of multiple use."

Just what does the term mean? Congress provided its definition

for the BLM in FLPMA (90 STAT 2745-46). This definition appears in full

69
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as Appendix II. The definition is long and cumbersome. It touches every

conceivable base, bows towards every possible interest group. This

definition is hardly a handy place to start this analysis. Davis (1969)

notes that multiple use of course just means "many uses," but that it

has been refined into a "concept," a "principle," a "formula," and even

a "panacea." Clawson describes the problem:

'Multiple-use' is a term with great emotional appeal, but it
is more a slogan than a management guide, and its meaning
often varies according to the user . . . There is great need
to give 'multiple-use' some operational content (1974, p. 919).

The Public Land Law Review Commission concluded simply that "It is our

belief that multiple use has little practical meaning as a planning con-

cept or principle" (1970, p. 45).

Clarifying the Multiple Use Idea

In setting out to make the term "multiple use" more Operational

for the land manager, an adequate inventory of the land and resources in

question is a necessary first step. Of course, the complete and ultimate

inventory is impossible and prohibitively expensive, but a general know-

ledge of the area's soil, hydrology, climate, vegetation, geology and

wildlife is essential. This is just the start, and it is the relatively

easy part.

The next step is to investigate the interrelationships among all

of these factors. Systems theory (for example, Bertalanffy, 1962; Hare,

1967) has been particularly useful here in providing an intelligent

framework for such study. The elements of the system can be placed in

dynamic relationships of enormous complexity. This research into natural
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systems and their dynamics occupies a major role in ecology and in

"applied" disciplines such as forestry, ranch management and wildlife

management. Large natural systems become very complicated indeed, even

with the aid of computer simulations; usually only small sub-systems

can be modeled with any confidence.

Obviously this field of study is young. There is a vast amount

of basic research to be done here. This research will typically be

guided by hypotheses concerning the use or alteration of major system

elements. Assuming for the moment that there is some knowledge of the

natural systems of a given area, the land manager could proceed further.

He is charged with multiple use management. The land can produce more

than one kind of 'product,' such as forage, minerals, timber, wildlife

or recreation. The manager first must know from his natural system what

one use would do to other uses. If "x" units of grazing are applied to

the land, how would the output of other products be affected as the sys-

tem grinds along? How much soil compaction and increased run-off would

result? Which wildlife species would increase or decrease and by how

much? How much reduction in the recreation value of the land would this

grazing cause? How does "x" amount of grazing now affect the amount of

grazing available next year?

With this system knowledge, the next step would be to construct

production functions to determine the optimum mix of products from the

land. A cost function is needed describing the costs of inputs into the

system (mining costs, recreation site development costs, fencing and

water development costs for grazing, etc.). A value function is needed
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describing the value of the various products or outputs. Production

functions can then determine what mix of uses produces a greatest net

value yield of products; the manager wants a situation where "resources

are allocated among the multiple uses or products in such fashion that

the marginal returns per unit of input from all uses are equal" (Zivnuska,

1961, p. 556).

It is just at this point that the land manager's tidy, rational

world begins to crumble. As Christiansen (1968) points out, determining

the value of the various system outputs (such as recreation, grazing,

minerals, water yield and quality, etc.) runs into three difficulties:

1) values of outputs change over time, 2) it is hard to put a concrete

value on some outputs, and 3) the relative values often depend on who

does the evaluation. Pearse sums up the dilemma as the economist sees

it:

The most formidable economic problem lies in establishing
the value of resources provided free to users. In these
cases the market is prevented from supplying the usual
indicators of consumer evaluations, and the unpaid-for
benefits must be estimated from indirect evidence. Where
unique phenomena of nature are being considered, additional
and more difficult analytical problems are involved (1969,
p. 574).

Many efforts have been and are being made to find ways to estimate the

economic values of land products like wildlife (e.g., Steinhoff, 1978)

and recreation (e.g., Knetsch and Davis, 1966; Davidson, Adams and

Seneca, 1966). Success has been limited. Walter (1978) has suggested a

more direct approach. He would like to make some of these more economi-

cally elusive land uses marketable in some way. He sees a greater
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employment of 'user fees' resulting in a better, more efficient alloca-

tion of resources through market mechanisms. Such suggestions face

great practical and political' obstacles.

The enormous difficulties of establishing rational and concrete

values for all of the possible multiple uses has led some analysts to

despair. Economists have long been struggling to arrive at values for

clear air or clean water. These would be plugged in to benefit-cost

analyses for pollution problems. Dales, for one, laments that an attempt

to give dollar values to these kinds of resources "becomes only an orderly

way of setting down what we know and what we don't know; as a numerical

aid to decision making, it has little or no value" (1968, p. 46). The

Public Land Law Review Commission puts it clearly:

We recognized that there cannot be a scientifically accurate
manner of determining how the various justifiable interests
can and should be weighed in order to assure maximum benefit
for the general public (1970, p. 33).

This problem of assigning relative values of land uses is thorny

enough, but Clawson (1974) reminds his readers that matters are more

complex still. Even if the value problem were solvable, the government

and its land managers must consider more than just the economic effi-

ciency of inputs and outputs. The government must also consider the

distribution of costs and benefits in the society. Governmental policy

is guided both by considerations of efficiency and equity.

These various natural systems models and production functions

must be used in guiding land management decisions even if they are flawed

and incomplete. Much more research can be done to improve them.
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Multiple Use in Practice

This discussion has been in the rarified atmosphere of rational

theories. The BLM and the Forest Service are the major agencies who

have been struggling to actually implement a multiple use management

mandate. How are things working out at ground level?

The multiple use criteria provided by Congress to these two

agencies have been gloriously general and optimistic. The Public Land

Law Review Commission found in 1970 that "because of their ambiguity,

these acts have failed in some ways to provide adequate guidance" (p. 44).

The multiple use sections of the FLPMA of 1976 (Appendix II) are not much

better in this respect. Of course it can be argued that Congress should

not have tried to be specific in laying down policies towards the vast

and varied public lands. Then too, Congressional legislation reflects

the tug and pull of any number of interests, and there is a tendency in

this sort of situation to be vague and inoffensive, passing the hard

decisions down to the agency which must administer the law.

The BLM has been involved in real "multiple use" management for

only a short time. It is hard to form judgments yet on the results.

The Forest Service has been legally instructed to perform such management

since 1960. Thus most of the literature on multiple use and its problems

deals with National Forest lands. Any real evaluation of the government's

success with this concept would require an area-by-area study, but some

general comments can be made. Multiple use management has forced the

agencies to pay more attention to the hard-to-evaluate uses of the land

such as watershed, recreation, and wildlife. Traditional users such as
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the loggers, miners and stockmen have had to make changes in their

operations to reduce their impact on other users. The managers' instruc-

tions to consider, and to some degree protect, everything and to listen

to everybody concerned have meant slower decisions, more red tape, and

more rules and restrictions.

To some cynical observers the practice of multiple use management

has been a kind of empty political slight-of-hand. David Brower, then

with the Sierra Club, remarked that

The multiple-use concept. . . was a political scientist's
dream. . . It could establish a protective cordon of interest
groups that could be played against each other on the periphery
and at dead center all would be calm. Are the miners asking
too much? Just point this out to the grazers, loggers, water
users, and recreationists (quoted in Zivnuska, 1961, p. 556).

Sterling's criticism is more pungent. He looks at the view that the

Forest Service is striking a balance among competing forces, concluding

that:

. . . tragically, nothing could be further from the truth.
There's been no 'balance' at all. The complaints on both
sides, in fact, are completely justified and the final
compromises reflect, rather than harmony, an appalling lack
of leadership. The truth is that the Forest Service has no
policy. It charts no national course. It simply blows where
the political storms blow it, riding the middle of the wind,
heading for no port, bent only on somehow keeping afloat
(1970, p. 24).

There does seem to be something of a myth perpetuated by the federal

agencies that multiple use can resolve all conflicts and can let us have

our cake and eat it, too (Hall, 1963, p. 290). As Cortner and Schweitzer

(1981) point out, this sort of thing is useful: it is in the political

interest of the agencies to avoid generating controversy. Much of the
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literature on multiple use management that is put out by the Forest

Service and the BLM is written in that slow-flowing 'management-ese' so

favored in government publications. It presents a sort of Pollyanna

world where all land uses will be benefited; conflict is seldom mentioned.

The mule deer, the miner, the logger and the backpacker seem to walk

hand-in-hand through a glowingly healthy environment. To be fair, these

agencies are beginning to be a bit more candid about 'competition' among

users and the short-term losses some users may suffer as a result of a

management decision (e.g., BLM, 1979b, p. 15-16).

There are certainly many positive and optimistic views of federal

multiple use management. Alston in his study (1972) feels that the

Forest Service has managed to stake out limited goals even while politi-

cally buffeted by competing demands. He finds the Forest Service making

progress in setting up coherent decision-making procedures. He reminds

the reader, however, that when the Forest Service does make its decisions

on the balance of competing uses, and puts these in budget form, the

Department of Agriculture, the Office of Management and Budget, and the

Congressional appropriation committees tend to alter the budget, reducing

the expenditures for uses like recreation and wildlife that do not

generate revenue.

Future Directions

Faced with vague Congressional instructions to take care of

everything, how should these multiple use agencies proceed in the future?

Several suggestions might be made.
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Frank Gregg, the director of the Bureau of Land Management, was

speaking of the years of debate preceding, and the passage of, the FLPMA

in 1976. He said that "Multiple-use won out over dominant-use management"

(Kirschten, 1979). This is true in a general way. Even the most commer-

cially and politically important user of a section of government land

must be made to give some sort of consideration to the effects of his

actions on the natural system and on other users. But there are dis-

tinct problems if this antidominant-use position is taken too far. A

realistic concept of multiple use, derived as much as possible from the

rational ecological and economic analyses discussed earlier, does not

and should not exclude the idea of dominant use.

As Clawson (1974) put it, it is irrational to think that multiple

use means all uses on every acre, all year, every year. It is more

reasonable to discuss various uses on separate but intermingled tracts,

or different uses on the same land at different years. Dominant use has

a very definite place in efficient land management. Teeguarden describes

it this way:

In general, land-use planning tends to result in a pattern of
single uses within zones and multiple services within the
planning unit as a whole. This observation may be generalized
in the principle of dominant use, stated as follows: Competitive
forest uses ordinarily are separated in space and time. To
maximize net benefits each class of land is allocated to that
service for which it is best suited. Other services may be
added if they are independent or complementary (1979, p. 289).

Patterns of dominant use will often be indicated by analysis of natural

systems combined with economic production functions (ibid.). However,

establishing dominant uses in some places still requires the
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clarification of the methods used to determine the relative values of

different uses (Hall, 1963).

In recognition of such facts, the Public Land Law Review

Commission made several recommendations:

Management of public lands should recognize the highest and
best use of particular areas of land as dominant over other
authorized uses. . . As to lands set aside for primary uses,
Congress should direct the agencies to manage them for
secondary uses that are compatible with the primary purpose. . .
To provide the positive statutory direction and strengthening
for "multiple use" management which we now find seriously
lacking, we recommend that Congress provide for a "dominant
use" zoning system (p. 49, 51).

It is widely recognized that the federal land agencies often use primary

use zoning now, but they tend to avoid calling it that, and they do not

practice it with clarity and consistency. Explicit Congressional

direction here would give the agencies direction and strengthen the

land managers "so that they will not be subject to a barrage of claims

from all sides that a particular use ought to be permitted or barred,

all in the name of 'multiple use'" (ibid., p. 51). Rigorous use of such

authority, when indicated, could reduce administrative costs, mean

fewer and more flexible regulations and speed up the slow decision-making

process.

The FLPMA legislation of 1976 did not follow this recommendation,

and if anything makes dominant use zoning more difficult. This was a

victory for conservation and "environmental" groups. These groups in

the years before multiple use management was made law were faced with

what was actually a dominant use management (or non-management). They

are reluctant to give up, as they see it, any of the recognition of
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non-revenue uses that they fought so hard to gain. They are afraid that

dominant use zoning would be abused and their uses and environmental

concerns excluded. It also indicates feelings of insecurity about the

strength of their so recently gained political power. These views are

understandable. They are also in some ways unfortunate because they

maintain land use inefficiencies and create cumbersome bureaucratic

procedures.

The intrusion of politics into this question should not be

viewed as an unfortunate nuisance. It is quite impossible for land

management to proceed armed only with the ecologists' systems and the

economists' formulas. There is no convincing economic yardstick with

which to assign values to many of the competing land uses. These values

then result more from the competition of interest groups in the political

arena than from some scientific and objective measurement. What is more,

in assigning these values and making land decisions the government unlike

the private sector must worry about the fairness and the political

implications of how the costs and benefits of land use are spread in the

society. The management agency does not deal with these competing power

groups in isolation. It receives a steady feedback from more overtly

political realms; the Executive branch and Congress send new laws and

amendments, policy directives and budget cuts, all of which are the

legacy of political struggle.

Existing in this increasingly stormy political environment, there

has been an inevitable tendency for land management agencies to protect

themselves with a rather mushy 'multiple use management' as a shield.
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Everyone's use will be considered, everyone will be taken care of, every

user can be played off against the others. Complex planning and 'public

input' procedures, complicated decision-making structures, and lots of

regulations are often the means by which conflicts can be muffled and

the agency insulated from the dangers of the political environment.

This is true of state and local bureaucracies as well as federal ones.

All this has some unfortunate results. Decisions are slow, operations

cumbersome. The more efficient dominant use zoning is poorly utilized

because it sharpens political conflicts and political risks. More

courage, and direction from Congress might be wished for, but it too has

the same conflicting political forces to deal with. The Forest Service

and the Bureau of Land Management have made significant strides in the

implementation of multiple use policy. There is much better consideration

of the effects of different uses on natural systems; there is a better

balance of competing uses. The shortcomings in their management are

often just an illustration of the way conflicts are settled in this

large, complex and democratic society.

For the traditional users of these lands, the loggers, miners,

and grazers, management with an increasing multiple use emphasis has

become more cumbersome to deal with, and more complex and restrictive

to operate under. These traditional users have relatively more power at

the state level. Recreationists, wilderness supporters, wildlife

interests, and clean water groups have more of their input into policy

and management decisions on the national level. In Arizona, management

of state lands is kept inconspicuous, and multiple use is not a concern.
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It is natural then that the traditional resource users should openly or

tacitly support the Sagebrush Rebellion, shifting Federal lands to state

hands. Of course the Arizona Sagebrush Rebellion bill specifies "multi-

ple use" management, but the weighting of the various uses depends on

political power and access, and the kind of management depends on legis-

lative directions and appropriations.

Recent conflicts between various users of the Federal public

lands have been one of the two fundamental causes of the Sagebrush

Rebellion. In the future, competition between users will increase as

population and economic development increase. Some of the uses of the

land are reasonably complementary. Many others are not. For example,

there is growing pressure to develop western coal resources. Besides

the mining itself, there will be processing and transportation. There

will be power plants to burn the coal and there will be power lines to

carry the power. There will be synfuel plants to convert the coal to

gas and liquid fuels. All this indicates that if conflicts between

competing uses are difficult to reconcile now, the future will be more

difficult.

Marion Clawson speaks for many observers when he says:

. . . it is fairly obvious to me that the public lands, whether
federal or state lands, are going to be under increasing
demands for many, many purposes. There will be such conflict
among multiplying uses that it will be increasingly impossible
for one user group to proceed independently of the others. . .
the public lands as a whole. . . must be managed much more
intensively in the future and with a great deal more skill
(1970, p. 95-96).

Clawson might have added that the skills necessary will not only be

scientific and managerial but political skills as well.



CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Supporters of the Sagebrush Rebellion urged the Arizona State

Legislature to pass their bill because what was at stake was a burning

legal and constitutional issue that must now be decided.

In fact the legal issue has been clearly settled for many,

many years. A solid string of Supreme Court cases long ago made clear

the broad constitutional powers that Congress has over the federal

public domain. Congress can give the land to the states with or without

strings attached. Congress clearly has the right to demand that new

states give up all claims to public domain within their borders.

Congress can dispose of the land as it sees fit, and can make rules and

regulations concerning its use.

There seems to be rather broad agreement that the Sagebrush case

cannot win. The 'legal issue' is no real cause of or reason for the

Sagebrush Rebellion (even though some of its supporters might believe

that it is). It is a device to garner support; it is a tool in a

struggle to advance other views, either on political philosophy or on

how the land should be used.

Many western urban legislators who do not care that much about

the details of land use conflicts support the bill for political and

philosophical reasons. They feel that the state level of government is
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almost always better than the federal level for just about any function.

Private ownership is preferred to public ownership. Government planning

is usually suspect, and inferior to the operations of a free-market

economy. Many of those who oppose the Sagebrush Rebellion see govern-

ment ownership and management of these lands as a restraining power; it

is a way to prevent the kinds of environmental damage caused by private

interests in the past. They see nothing especially sacred about the

state level of government, particularly in view of the vast social and

demographic changes of this century. Government planning tends to be

seen by Sagebrush opponents as a panacea. It is seen as wise and un-

selfish, born out of a political void.

The differences between these two visions of government are

fundamental. On the one hand, the Wall Street Journal can editorialize:

"What conceivable justification is there for the federal government to

own these vast lands?" (as quoted in the Christian Science Monitor,

October 19, 1979). On the other hand, a conservation group could be

expected to write, "What conceivable justification is there for the

giveaway of our National Heritage to various state and private

interests?" There does not seem to be much common ground between these

two visions.

The kind of legislation passed in Arizona is a good way for

Rebellion supporters to send a symbolic message to Washington, D.C. and

to state their political feelings. There would be a lot of costs and

complications if the bill actually ever took effect, but this event

would be far off in the future, if it ever happened. (Having a bill
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that gets a great deal of attention in the press but which will probably

never take effect is handy for all concerned. Governor Babbitt could

please hunters and conservation groups by vetoing the bill, but he could

allow the veto to be overridden as a way for a hostile legislature to

'blow off steam,' since the bill would not actually do much. The gover-

nor had just outmaneuvered the legislature in a spectacularly bitter

fight over the siting of a new prison.) Rebellion supporters then can

send a message to the federal government, telling them to 'back off,' to

decentralize their decision-making, to involve state and local officials

in their planning to a greater degree.

This tactic seems to be having some quiet effects, underneath

all the blustering rhetoric on both sides (Shands, 1979; BLM, 1979b).

The BLM (and Forest Service) has been taking more pains to consult with,

or at least listen to, local citizens and state and local officials.

As a word of caution, it is important not to push too far this

view of two ideological extremes at battle. The situation can become

quite complex. The ideological conservatives who may support the

Rebellion decry the intervention of government into the free market.

Yet it is easy to demonstrate the truth of historian Carl Becker's

comment: "No class of Americans, so far as I know, has ever objected. .

to any amount of governmental meddling if it appeared to benefit that

particular class" (quoted by George F. Will in the Arizona Daily Star,

July 18, 1980). This sort of muddying of the philosophical waters is

likely to occur in the actual use of the public domain, and land use is
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the other great contributor to the conflicts that caused the Sagebrush

Rebellion.

This other major cause of the Rebellion is a growing competition

between user groups, and the conflict between the land management ideas

of these groups. The Rebellion is partly a reaction by livestock and

mining interests to their decreased control over the Federal lands.

Long term environmental problems and other uses of the land are receiving

greater attention. To some extent this must 'come out of the hides' of

the previously dominant users. Even if these traditional powers know

that the Rebellion will fail legally, and that the states who might be

more friendly will not get the land, the Rebellion might get the BLM and

Congress to give their uses more weight. Sagebrush opponents are quick

to react to this. A spokesman for the Wilderness Society says this is

political pressure to "emasculate the BLM and stop the management of

these lands" (Washington Post, November 11, 1979). It might be added

that these conflicts are not just between westerners and eastern

"environmentalists" as some Sagebrush rhetoric claims. There are also

differences of interest between rural westerners who use the land as a

part of their livelihood and the rapidly increasing western urban popula-

tion who often support recreation, hunting, and conservation uses of the

land.

Sagebrush supporters claim that the BLM is grossly inefficient

in their management, and that the states can and do do a better 
job.

Comparative revenue and expense figures are said to demonstrate this

fact. The BLM may in some way be less 'efficient,' in part for reasons
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discussed under the heading of multiple use management. The comparisons

of these revenue and expense figures in this paper show many things

about land management, but they do not demonstrate a state superiority

in a direct and equal competition with the BLM.

It was found the BLM lands are different from those of the state

in general location, rainfall, and vegetation. The state lands would

have greater potential for grazing, agriculture, and urban leasing and

sales. Federal mining law has prevented the BLM from realizing hard

rock mineral revenue. The BLM has intentionally reduced its potential

grazing fee income in order to protect and restore the range. All these

factors, not pure inefficiency, largely explain the differences between

state and BLM land revenues.

In terms of expenses the BLM is under mandate to practice multi-

ple use management; the state is not. The BLM spends money for recreation

development, wildlife management, fire fighting, wildlife habitat and

watershed management; in general the State Land Department does not. The

BLM spends more at least in part because it tries to provide more products

and services. The difference is not simply bureaucratic inefficiency.

These two land agencies had a common orientation in the past. In

a way it was an unfortunate compromise between those who favored private

ownership and the operation of free market forces and those who favored

public ownership and government management and planning. There was

public ownership, but with a minimum of management or planning. Various

groups were subsidized by either giving away or selling at less than

market value the products of the government land. The most significant
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land holders in the west, the federal and state governments, could not

or would not see that their leases were enforced and that the productive

condition of their land asset was protected. They did not practice the

kind of aggressive management and planning that a capable private owner

would do. All of this has made for a not very efficient use of the land.

A better compromise would have been for the public to hold on to

most of the land, but to sell the products of the land at their market

value. By enforcing leases, preserving the good condition of the land

and planning the lands' use and development, more of the market system's

efficiencies could have been gained, and more public revenue produced.

The Sagebrush Rebellion wants to transfer land from one bu-

reaucracy to a number of other bureaucracies. Actually perhaps a better

theoretical case can be made for selling much of the land to the highest

bidder rather than to give it to the states whose management has been

less than impressive. National public opinion, however, has slowly but

massively swung against the wholesale disposition of the public domain

into private hands. Even so, there is certainly no reason why present

land ownership patterns should be sacred; both the Federal and state

governments have lands that are scattered in hard-to-manage checkerboard

patterns, and such lands should in general be consolidated or sold. Real

multiple use management and a long term environmental perspective are

more likely with government rather than private owners. However, some

lands with a very clear dominant commercial use, where there is little

benefit to be gained by multiple use management, might best be sold to

the highest bidder.
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At any rate, the BLM's management has been changing over the

last decade or so; in general it has improved. It has been given broad

mandates, increased powers, and larger budgets by the Congress. The

State Legislature in Arizona has been slower to change. At the national

level the Congress and the Federal land management agencies have to

contend with a more complex political power balance between competing

land uses and political philosophies. Conflicts have been handled by an

intentionally vague concept of multiple use management. Some substantial

improvements have been made; however, by its nature, this kind of manage-

ment requires greater bureaucratic complexities and inefficiencies. A

clearer practice of "dominant-use" zoning might help to reduce the number

of rules and requirements and speed up the decision-making process, but

it would also probably exacerbate conflicts. Multiple-use management is

a particularly interesting mixture; the ways that this political system

has of mediating conflicting demands are intricately intertwined with

various scientific determinations. The state's management has been less

cumbersome for several reasons. First, there is the "trustee to produce

revenue" orientation, but the Land Department's weak management has often

lowered revenue potentials. It has never had the budgets for much

planning, or to check up on its land or enforce leases. It has been able

to simply ignore many land uses because these users have been politically

weak at the state level. As user conflicts become more intense and

better balanced, the state will no doubt follow the federal agencies into

more complex rules and procedures to deal with those conflicts.
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Throughout much of the Sagebrush Rebellion rhetoric there is a

resentment of bureaucratic complexities and "faceless" federal bureau-

crats (Today's Business, January, 1980). Even though Rebellion supporters

in Arizona regularly speak out against the same sort of "facelessness"

and the same sort of tangle of regulations in a number of state govern-

ment departments, it is somehow assumed that this would not be so in the

enlarged State Land Department that would fall heir to BLM lands. Re-

sentment of bureaucratic rules and procedures is almost a national

pastime. Calvin Trillin in a recent article (New Yorker, July 7, 1980)

described how the town of Ocoee, Florida, tried to secede from Orlando

County because the county government was inefficient, full of complex

rules, and not responsive to local needs. The Sagebrush Rebellion

would hardly deliver us from the evils of bureaucracy by delivering BLM

lands to eleven state land departments.

The Sagebrush Rebellion is a coalition between a certain general

political view and a set of user groups who feel threatened. This

coalition may know that the states will not get the lands in question,

but it can use the Sagebrush Rebellion to give its points of view more

weight in the constant political jockeying for position. The Sagebrush

Rebellion is a way for these forces to exercise power and influence

decisions. It has arisen as a counter-offensive after a period when

other land uses and other political philosophies were increasing their

influence in public land management.

There is no 'solution' to cure the root causes of the Sagebrush

Rebellion. The differences between the two political visions are wide
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and very difficult to reconcile. The conflicts between user groups are

real and will grow sharper. The Sagebrush Rebellion is only a relatively

dramatic episode in the history of these conflicts.



EPILOGUE

After the first draft of this paper was completed in July,

1980, several political events lifted the hopes of the Sagebrush Re-

bellion forces. Ronald Reagan was elected president. The Republicans

won a slim majority in the U.S. Senate, and the House of Representatives,

while still with a Democratic majority, will be a more conservative

body. During the election campaign Reagan at one point (at a rally in

Utah) declared himself to be in support of the Sagebrush Rebellion.

Reagan has chosen James G. Watt to be Secretary of the Interior. Mr.

Watt was president of the Mountain States Legal Foundation which is

funded largely by business and mineral interests. At his direction

this organization has opposed BLM grazing reductions on public lands,

has opposed closing any areas to oil, gas and mineral interests, and

has sympathized with the Sagebrush Rebellion (Newsweek, January 5, 1981,

and Arizona Daily Star, December 28, 1980). In light of all this, is

the Sagebrush Rebellion about to succeed?

The answer to this question would have to be both yes and no.

As Chapter 2 made clear, it is up to Congress to "dispose of" the

hundreds of millions of acres of land involved. The Federal Land Policy

and Management Act of 1976 was supposed to be Congress' final word on

the subject, and its history shows that that law took years of research

and arguing to produce. In general it seems unlikely that Congress
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either could or would be able to execute so complete and controversial

a change very quickly.

In particular there are several factors that will forestall any

quick and simple Sagebrush victory. The Democrats still control the

U.S. House of Representatives, and Rep. Morris Udall of Arizona, who is

set against giving the lands to the states, is still chairman of the

House committee through which any Sagebrush bills must go. What is

more, the nation's "environmental" organizations have not taken the

Sagebrush Rebellion seriously; they have not yet begun to try to really

arouse public opinion against it. National opposition to the turning

over of these lands to the states can be expected to increase if

national Sagebrush legislation begins to be taken seriously.

Politically, Ronald Reagan would really get little benefit from

a wholehearted effort to give the lands to the western states. The

western states that really care about the Rebellion are certainly going

to vote for Reagan in 1984 over any possible Democrat whether Reagan

does much for the Rebellion or not. If opposition to the Sagebrush

Rebellion were to grow in other parts of the country, Reagan, while

gaining little in the West by going all out for the Rebellion, could

at the same time lose support in the East and Midwest where he is

politically less secure. Reagan may sympathize with the Sagebrush Re-

bellion, but politically the issue can only be a headache.

Recent political changes then will not bring the Sagebrush Re-

bellion to quick and clearcut fulfillment; the federal lands will not be

given en masse to the western states any time soon. In another sense
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though the Sagebrush Rebels seem to have won a stunning victory. Reagan

and Watt (like everyone else) say that they champion the concept of

"multiple use" for the public lands. For them this means fewer wilder-

ness areas where development, mining and grazing are excluded. It tends

to mean returning wildlife, aesthetic and long term ecological considera-

tions in land management to their traditional insignificance. It means

fewer regulations and restrictions on miners, drillers and ranchers so

that they can get on with the development of western resources. What is

not clear is whether or not Reagan and Watt will cause a shift back

towards the traditional (and not very satisfactory) compromise between

public and private in the West: public ownership without much public

management, with public ownership of the land but freedom for private

businesses to deal with the land as they wish. (Watt's Foundation said

in an interesting statement that it wished "to check the power of the

federal government wherever possible in issues pertaining to the use of

federal lands" (Wall Street Journal, January 7, 1981.)

Over the last two decades some political conservatives have

watched uncomfortably as the federal government slowly decided to hold on

to its public domain and to actively (and hence more obstrusively) manage

these lands. Mining companies and ranchers have steadily complained as

the federal government put restrictions on their operations on public

lands; long term environmental impacts and other uses of the land were

given more weight than in the past. All of these groups are quite happy

to see the pendulum now swinging back in their direction.



APPENDIX I

FINAL AMENDED FORM OF ARIZONA'S

SAGEBRUSH REBELLION LAW
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State of Arizona
Senate
Thirty-fourth Legislature
Second Regular Session
1980 S'ENATE. ENGROSSE nnovD,

SENATE SiLL 101 2

AN ACT

RELATING 70 PUBLIC LANDS; PROVIDING FOR STATE CONTROL OF CERTAIN LANDS WITHIN
STATE SOUNDARIES; PRESCRIBING OEFINITIONS; PRESCRIENG PUBLIC POLICY FOR
USE OF PUBLIC LANDS; PRESCRIBING POWERS AND DUTIES OF STATE LAND OEPARTMENT
AND STATE LAND COMMISSIONER; ESTABLISHING A PUBLIC LANDS BOARO OF REVIEW
AND PRESCRIBING MEMBERS AND  POWERS AND OUT:ES; PROVIDING FOR APPEAL CF
COMMISSIONER'S DECISIONS ON PUBLIC LANDS; PROVIDING FOR DISPOSAL OF PUBLIC
LANDS; PROVIDING FOR TAXATION OF CERTAIN PUBLIC LANDS; PRESC2s:ENG POWERS
AND DUTIES OF ATTORNEY GENERAL; PROVIDING FOR REIMBURSEMENT EY THIS STATE
OF CERTAIN FEDERAL PAYMENTS 70 COUNTIES IF STATE ACTION REDUCES THE FEDERAL
PAYMENTS; PRESCRIBING PROCEDURES AND EFFECTIVE DATE FOR STATE
REIMBURSEMENT 70 COUNTIES; AMENDING TITLE 27, ARIZONA REV:SED STATUTES, EY

ADDING CHAPTER 5, AND AKING AN APPROPRIATION.

	1	 Ee it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Arizona:
	2	 Section 1. Legislative intent 
	3	 The legislature Tinos that:

1. On February 14, 1912, Arizona was admitted to statehood on the

	

E	 condition that it forever disclaim all right and title to unappropriated

	6	 public land within its boundaries.
	7	 2. The State of Arizona has strong moral, historical, economic and

	8	 legal claims upon the public land retained by the federal government within

	9	 its borders.
	10	 3. The fact that Arizona and other states, especially western

	11	 states and others admitted to statehood in recent times, were forced to

	12	 renounce any claim to the unappropriated lands 
within their boundaries

	

13	 violates the "equal footing" doctrine because Arizona and the 
other states

	14	 were denied admission to the Union on an equal footing 
with the original

	15	 states.
	16	 4. The doctrine of admission to statehood on an equal footing with

	17	 the other states is based on the very character and purpose 
of the Union of

	18	 the states as established by the Constitution of 
the United States and is

	19	 supported by very early case law precedent and other governmental 
actions.

	20	 5. The exercise by this state of control over the public lands

	2 1 	within its boundaries would greatly benefit the 
public because the tax
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3.8. 1012

	

1	 burden on state ridants could be lessened. State Administration of th.	2 	 public lands would result in a more coordinated and fair management of

	

3	 public lands. The availability of additional land is absolutely essential

	

4	 to accommodate the rapidly growing population of this stete and would •

	

5	 enhance. the lifestyle of all state residents.

	

6	 .	 6. The states of this Union and their citizens Are at lest as well-

	

7	 equipped as the federal government to make the often difficult policy	a	 decisions that ars necessary with respect to the appropriPta usas to whicn

	

9	 the lanAs within the states zhould te put.
	10	 Sec. 2. Title 37, Arizona Revised Statutes ,.is mended ty ad -dTng -

	

/1	 -chapter 5, to read:

CHAPTER 512

	

13	 STATE CLAIMS 70 PUBLIC LANDS

	

14	 ARTICLE 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS

	

15	 37-901. Definitions
	16	 • IN THIS CHAPTER, UNLESS' THE CONT5X7 OTHERWISE RESUIRES:

	

17	 1. 'BOARD° MEANS THE ?USLIC LANDS BOARD
- OF REVIEW.

	

13	 2. "PUBLIC LANDS" MEANS ALL LANDS WITHIN THE EXTERIOR 50UNDARIFS OF	19	 THIS STATE EXCEPT LANDS:

	

20	 (a) TO WHICH TITLE IS HELD BY ANY NATURAL PERSON, CORPORATION,	71	 COMPANY, PARTNERSHIP, FIRM, ASSOCIATION, SOCIETY CR ANY OTHER EN7177.

	

22	 (b) WHICH ARE OWNED CR HELD IN TRUST BY THIS STATE OR ANY POLITICAL

	

23	 SUBDIVISION OF THIS STATE, INCLUDING LEASED SCHOOL CR UNIVERSI7 LANO.

	

24	 (c) LANDS WHICH ARE LOCATED WITHIN AND MEET THE STANOAROS AND

	

25	 PURPOSES OF CONGRESSIONALLY AUTHORIZED NATIONAL PARKS, MONUMENTS, NATIONAL

	

25	 FORESTS •NO WILCLIFE REFUGES AND SUCH OTHER LANDS ACCUIRED 5Y PURCHASE,

	

27	 EXCHANGE, GIFT CR EMINENT 00MAIN CONSENTED 70 BY THE !F(1 T 7LA7RE.

	

23	 (d) WHICH ARE CONTROLLED BY THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF	29	DEFENSE, OEPARTMENT OF ENERGY OR BUREAU OF RECLAMATION AND WHICH WERE

	

20	 ACQUIRED BY CONSENT OF THE LEGISLATURE AND WHICH MEET THE STANDARDS AND

	

31	 PURPOSES FOR WHICH CONTROL WAS AUTHORIZED.

	

32	 (e) WHICH ARE HELD IN TRUST FOR INDIAN PURPOSES OR WHICH ARE INDIAN

	

33	 RESERVATIONS.

	

34	 37-902. Public lands: Public oolicy: state land depart:lent 
	35	 A. THE DEPARTMENT SHALL 'HOLD THE PUSLIC LANDS OF THIS STATE IN TRUST

	

36	 FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE PEOPLE OF THIS STATE AND SHALL AANAGE Thai IN AN
	37	 ORDERLY AND 3ENEFICIAL MANNER CONSISTENT WITH THE PUBLIC POLICY DECLARED

	

38	 IN SUBSECTION 3.

	

39	 3. THE DEPARTMENT SHALL ADMINISTER THE PUBLIC LANDS CF THIS STATE

	

40	 IN SUCH A MANNER AS TO CONSERVE AND PRESERVE NATURAL RESOURCES, WILDLIFE

	

41	 HABITAT, WILDERNESS AREAS AND HISTORICAL SITES AND ARTIFACTS AND 70 PERMIT

	

42	 THE DEVELOPMENT OF COMPATIBLE PUBLIC USES FOR RECREATION, AGRICULTURE,
	43	 RANCHING, MINING AND TIMBER PRODUCTION AND THE DEVELOPMENT, PRODUCTION AND

	

44	 TRANSMISSION OF ENERGY AND OTHER PUBLIC UTILITY SERVICES UNDER PRINCIPLES

	

45	 OF MULTIPLE USE WHICH PROVIDE THE GREATEST BENEFIT TO THE PEOPLE OF THIS

	

46	 STATE.

	

47	 C. SUBJECT TO EXISTING RIGHTS, ALL PUBLIC LAND IN THIS STATE AND ALL

	

48	 MINERALS NOT PREVIOUSLY APPROPRIATED TO PRIVATE OWNERSHIP ARE THE PROPERTY

	

49	 OF THIS STATE AND SUBJECT TO ITS JURISDICTION AND CONTROL.
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5.3. 1012

- 1	 O. ANY PUBLIC LINOS WITHIN THIS STATE ADMINISTERED 3Y THE UNITED

	

2	 STATES UNDER TREATIES OR INTERSTATE COMPACTS SHALL CONTINUE 70 3E

	

3	 ADMINISTERED 3Y THIS STATE IN CONFORMANCE WITH THE TREATIES OR COMPACTS.	4	 E- UNTIL EQUIVALENT MEASURES ARE ENACTED 3Y THIS STATE, THE RIGHTS

	

5	 AND PRIVILEGES OF THE PEOPLE OF THIS STATE UNDER THE NATIONAL FOREST	6	 RESERVE TRANSFER ACT, 16 U.S.C. SEC. 471 ET SEQ., THE GENERAL MINING LAWS,

	

7	 30 U.S.C. SEC. 21 ET SEQ., THE TAYLOR GRAZING ACT, 43 U.S.C. SEC. 315 ET	8	 SEQ., THE DESERT !ANC ACT, 42 U.S.C. SEC. 32 7 ET SEQ., THE CAREY ACT, 43

	

9	 U.S.C. SEC. 541 ET SEQ., THE PUBLIC RANGE7ANOS IMPROVEMENT ACT, 43 U.S.C.10	 SEC. 1901 ET SEQ. AND ALL RIGHTS-OF-WAY AND PASEMENTS FOR PUBLIC UTILITIES11	 ARE PRESERVED UNDER THE AOMINISTRATiON OF THIS STATE.
.12	 37-303. State land cdmmissicner; ocwers: duties 13	 A. THE COMMISSIONER MAY:
14	 1. WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE SOAR°, PROMULGATE RULES AND REGULATIONS15	 DEEMED NECESSARY TO MANAGE THE PUBLIC LANDS IN AN ORDERLY AND 3ENEFICIAL16	 MANNER ACCORDING TO THIS CHAPT7R.
17.	 2. . CONTRACT FOR CR EMPLOY PROFESSIONAL AND CLERICAL PERSONNELla	 DEEMED NECESSARY 70 CARRY OUT HIS FUNCTIONS UNDER THIS CHAPTER.	 ANY19	 CONTRACT FOR PROFRSSIONAL SERVICES MUST 3E APPROVED AND ANY MONEY20	 NECESSARY TO COMPENSATE THOSE PERSONS MUST 3E APPROVED FOR EXPENDITURE 3Y21	 THE al/NT LEGISLATIVE 3UOGET COMMITTEE.
22	 3. CONVEY, LEASE CR PERMIT THE USE OF PUBLIC LANDS TO THE SAME23	 EXTENT CR IN Tl-rE SAME MANNER AS THE PUBLIC LINOS ARE CONVEYED, LEASED,24	 LICENSED OR ?ERMITTED 70 SE USED 3Y THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT CR ANY OF ITS25	 AGENCIES.
25	 S. THE COMMISIONER SHALL DEPOSIT ALL FEES, RENTS, ROYALTIES CR27	 OTHER MONIES PAID TO THIS STATE FOR PURPOSES OF PUSLIC LANDS, EXCEPT FOR28	 STATE TRUST LINOS, 1,4ITH THE STATE TREASURER FOR CREDIT TO THE GENERAL
29	 FUND.
30	 37-904. Public lands board cf r.,eview: members: 
31	 owers and cuzies: acminiszracive szaff 
32	 and offices; service al' crccess 
33	 A. THERE IS ESTABLISHED A PUBLIC LANDS BOARD OF REVIEW CONSISTING
34	 OF THE FOLLOWING MEMBERS:
35	 1. STATE LAND COMMISSIONER.
26	 2. DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES DIVISION OF AIR37	 AND WATER QUALITY.
38	 3. DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF MINERAL RESOURCES.
39	 4. DIRECTOR OF THE ARIZONA STATE PARKS SOARD.

5. DIRECTOR OF THE OEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION.
41	 6. DEPUTY STATE FORESTER.
42	 7. CHAIRMAN OF THE ARIZONA WATER COMMISSION.
43	 8. DIRECTOR OF THE ARIZONA GAME ANO FISH DEPARTMENT
44	 9. AS PROVIDED IN SUBSECTION F, THE CHAIRMAN OF THE 30ARO OF
45	 SUPERVISORS OF A COUNTY IN WHICH PUBLIC LANDS ARE LOCATED.
46	 10. ONE COUNTY SUPERVISOR, APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR TO SERVE AT THE
47	 PLEASURE OF THE GOVERNOR.

-3-
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	1	 8. THE BOARD SHALL ELECT ONE OF ITS MEMBERS TO SERVE AS CHAMAN.

	

2	 THE CHAIRMAN SHALL CALL MEETINGS OF THE BOARD ANO PRESCRIBE THE TIE AND

	

3	 PLACE OF EACH MERTING. 	 .

	

4	 C. MEMBERS OF THE BOARD ARE NOT ELIGIBL; TO RECEIVE COMPENSATION

	

5	 BUT ARE ELIGIBLE FOR REIMBURSEMENT OF EXPENSES PURSUANT TO TITLE 38,

	

6	 CHAPTER 4, ARTICLF 2.

	

7	 O. THE BOARD:
81. SHALL REVIEW ANO APPROVE CR DIAPPROVE ALL RULES AND REGULATIONÇ

	

9	 PROPOSED 3Y THE COMMISSIONER UNDER THIS CHAPTRR.

	

10	 2. MAY REVIEW ANY DECISION OF THE COMMISSIONER RELATING 70 PUBLIC

	

11	 LANDS UNDER THIS CHAPTER AND AFFIRM, MOOIFY CR REVERSE THE ‘..,cL,ILN.
	12	 E. THE STATE LAND DEPARTMENT SHALL PROVIDE THE ALMINISTRATIVE STAFF

	

13	 AND OFFICES NEEDED BY THE BOARD, AD THE STATE LAND COMMI S SIONER SHALL BE
14.	 DEEMED THE CLERK OF THE BOARD UPON WHICH NOTICES CF APPEAL AND OTHER

	

15	 PROCESS SHALL SE SERVED.

	

15	 F. THE CHAIRMAN OF THE COUNTY BOARD CF SUPERVISORS CF A COUNTY :N

	

17	 WHICH PUBLIC LANOS ARE LOCATED An WHICH ARE THE SUB,JEOT OF BOARD ACTION

	

18	 SHALL SERVE AS A MEMBER CF THE BOARD FOR THE PURPOSES OF THE ACTION.

	

19	 37-905. AoPeal of commissioner's 	ci sicn hoard of review; 
	20	 orocecures; cecIsion; rurtner apPeel 
	21	 A. ANY PERSON WHO IS AGGRIEVED SY A OECISION OF THE COMMISSIONER

	

22	 MADE PLV.SUANT TO THIS CiAPTER MAY APPEAL 70 THE BOARD BY LETTER WITHIN

	

23	 THIRTY DAYS AFTER THE MATE OF THE DECISION FROM • WHICH THE APPEAL IS

	

24	 TAKEN.

	

25	 B. TO HAVE THE EFFECT OF COMMENCING AN APPEAL AS PROVIDED FOR IN
	25	SUBSECTION A, A LETTER IS REQUIRED TO;

	

27	 1. 'IDENTIFY THE DECISION FROM WHICH THE APPEAL IS TAKEN.

	

28	 2. STATE LEGAL GROUNDS FOR THE APPEAL.

	

29	 3. LIST FACTS 70 SUPPORT THE GROUNDS FOR THE APPEAL.

	

30	 4. PROVIDE ANY OTHER INFORMATION SPECIFIED BY THE BOARD.

	

31	 C. UPON RECEIPT OF THE LETTER OF APPEAL, THE BOARD MAY:

	

32	 1. ORDER THE APPEAL DISMISSED IF FT APPEARS TO LACK MERIT.

	

33	 2. SET A DATE FOR A HEARING ON THE APPEAL NOT MORE THAN FORTY-FIVE

	

34.	 DAYS NOR LESS THAN FIFTEEN MAYS AFTER RECEIPT OF THE LETTER OF APPEAL. THE

	

35	 BOARD SHALL NOTIFY THE COMMISSIONER AND  THE PERSON APPEALING OF THE DATE,
	36	TIME AND PLACE OF HEARING. THE BOARD SHALL CONDUCT THE HEARING IN AN

	

37	 INFORMAL MANNER.

	

38	 D. AT THE HEARING THE COMMISSIONER CR HIS REPRESENTATIVE SHALL
	39	 PRESENT THE FACTS AND REASONS FOR REACHING THE DECISION SEING APPEALED.

	

40	 THE PERSON APPEALING OR HIS REPRESENTATIVE MAY PRESENT FACTS AND REASONS

	

41	 SUPPORTING THE APPEAL. IF THE PERSON APPEALING OR HIS REPRESENTATIVE IS

	

42	 NOT PRESENT, THE BOARD MAY CONSIDER THE INFORMATION SET FORTH IN THE LETTER

	

43	 OF APPEAL.

	

44	 E. AFTER THE HEARING, IF HELD, THE BOARD MAY DISMISS THE APPEAL CR
	45	 TAKE ANY OTHER ACTION WHICH THE BOARD FINDS TO BE REASONABLE AND  PROPER.
	46	 THE BOARD SHALL ISSUE ITS ORDER AS SOON AS PRACTICABLE AFTER CONDUCTING THE

	

47	 HEARING.

	

48	 •	 F. THE ORDER OF THE BOARD UNDER THIS SECTION IS A FINAL DECISION IN

	

49	 A CONTESTED CASE AND IS REVIEWABLE UNDER TITLE 12, CHAPTER 7, ARTICLE 6.

	

50	 37-906. Public lands; disposal; usa; written authorization 
	51	 requireo

—4-
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A: - AFTER JANUARY 1, 1980 NO SALE, CONVEYANCE GR OTHER DISPOSAL CF

	

2	 PUBLIC LANDS MAY BE AUTHORIZED SY THE COMMISSIONER UNLESS SPECIFICALLY

	

3	 AUTHORIZED 3Y LAW 3? THE LEGISLATURE.

	

4	 3. EXCEPT AS AUTHCRIZED 3? THIS CHAPTER OR SY THE COMMISSIONER
PURSUANT TO LAW, ANY SALE, LEASE, EXCHANGE, ENCUMBRANCE CR OTHER DISPOSAL

	

5	 OF ANY PARCEL CF OR INTEREST EN THE PUBLIC LANDS ES VOID.

	

7	 C. ANY PERSON WHO INTENDS 70 PERFORM OR CARRY OUT ANY ACT WITH

	

8	 RESPECT TO THE USE, MANAGEMENT GR DISPOSAL OF ANY PUSLIC !ANDS UNDER ANY

	

9	 STATUTE, ORDINANCE, REGULATION, CUSTOM OR USAGE OF THE UNITED STATES CR

	

10	 OTHERWISE SHALL OBTAIN WRITTEN AUTRORI 7ATION FROM THE COMMISSIONER

	

11	 CONFIRMING OR APPROVING THE ACT. THE COMMISSIONER SHALL GIVE THE WRITTEN

	

12	 AUTHORIZATION ONLY AS PERMITTED UNDER THIS CHAPTER.

	

12	 O. ANY PERSON WHO DOES NOT CBTAIN WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION  AS REQUIRED

	

14	 UNDER SUBSECTION C MAY 3E ENJOINED IN AN ACTION 3ROUGHT 3? THE ATTORNEY

	

15	 GENERAL FROM PERFCRMING OR CONTINUING TO CARRY OUT ANY ACT RESPECTING THE

	

15	 USE, MANAGEMiNT CR DISPOSAL OF ANY PUBLIC LANDS.

	

17	 E. ANY PERSON WHO RECEIVES ANY MONEY CR OTHER CONSIDERATION FOR ANY
	19	 PURPORTED SALE . OR OTHER DISPOSITION OF ANY PUBLIC LANDS 'WHICH WAS MADE IN

	

19	 VIOLATION OF THIS CHAPTER IS LIABLE 70 THIS STATE FOR THAT MONEY OR THE

	

20	 VALUE OF ANY OTHER CONSIDERATION.	 THE MONEY CR VALUE CF ANY OTHER

	

31	 CONSIDERATION MM SE RECOVERED FOR THIS STATE IN AN ACTION SROUGHT SY THE

	

22	 ATTORNEY GENERAL.

	

23	 37-907. Federal lands accuired witout legislative 
	24	 consent; olacament on tax roils
	25	 ALL FEDERAL	 c.:r:7I,;IVE DATE OF THIS SECTICN

	

25	 WITHOUT CONSENT OF THE LEGISLATURE THROUGH GIFT, PURCHASE, EXCHANGE OR

	

27	 EMINENT DOMAIN SHALL 3E PLACED ON THE GENERAL TAX ROLLS CF THE COUNTIES OF

	

28	 THIS STATE IN THE NAME OF THE GRANTOR OF THE RESPECTIVE TRANSACTIONS. SUCH
	29	 PROPERTY IS SUBjECT TO TAXATION IN THE SAME MANNER AS LIKE PROPERTY FROM

	

30	 AND AFTER LANUARY 1, 1981 UNLESS PRIOR TO JANUARY 1, 1981 TE LEGISLATURE
31'	 SPECIFICALLY APPROVES AND CONSENTS 70 FEDERAL OWNERSHIP OF THE LANDS.

	

32	 37-908. Powers and duties of attorney oeneral 
	33	 THE ATTORNtf GENCro4L MAY iNiilAla OR 0ErtN0 AN ACTION COMMENCED ON

	

34	 ANY COURT TO CARRY OUT OR ENFORCE THIS CHAPTER OR SEEK ANY APPROPRIATE

	

35	 JUDICIAL RELIEF TO PROTECT THE INTERESTS OF THIS STATE. ENFORCEMENT OF
	36	 THIS CHAPTER RESTS EXCLUSIVELY WITH THE ATTORNEY GENERAL.

	

37	 37-909. State oaynents to counties
	38	 A. A COUNti	 .r. ROM THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OR ANY

	

39	 •FEDERAL AGENCY UNDER 31 UNITED STATES CODE SECTION 1601 FT SEQ., 'NHOSE
	40	 PAYMENTS ARE REDUCED DUE TO ACTION TAKEN SY THIS STATE UNDER THIS ARTICLE

	

41	 SHALL 3E REIMBURSED SY THE STATE TRFASURER FROM THE STATE GENERAL FUND IN

	

42	 THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF THE REDUCED REVENUES.

	

43	 B. PRIOR TO RECEIVING ANY AMOUNT FROM THE STATE TREASURER, THE

	

44	 BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF AN AFFECTED COUNTY SHALL SUBMIT TO THE STATE

	

45	 TREASURER, ON A FORM PROVIDED p THE STATE TREASURER, THE FOLLOWING

	

46	 INFCRMATION:

	

47	 1. THE ACREAGE AND LOCATION OF THE LAND INVOLVED.

	

48	 2. THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF REVENUE RECEIVED FROM THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

	

49	 UNDER 31 UNITED STATES cnoE •SECTION 1601 ET SEQ., FOR THE PRIOR FISCAL

	50	 YEAR.
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1	 3. THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF REVENUE RECEIVED FROM THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT	2	 UNDER 31 UNITED STATES CODE SECTION 1501 ET SEQ., FOR THE CURRENT FISCAL	3	 YEAR.
	4	 4. THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF REVENUE LOST BY THE COUNTY DURING THE CURRENT	5	 FISCAL YEAR DUE TO ACTION TAKEN UNDER THIS ARTICLE.
	6	 C. THE STATE TREASURER, AFTER VERIFYING THE INFORMATION SUEMITTFD,

	

7	 SHALL CRAW A WARRANT ON THE STATE GENERAL FUND AND SEND THE 'NARRANT TO THE

	

8	 COUNTY WHICH SUBMITTED THE INFORMATION UNDER SUBSECTION S.
9 - 	O. A COUNTY SHALL NOT RECEIVE AN AMOUNT FRCM THE STATE TREASURER

	

10	 THAT, WHEN COMBINED WITH THE AMOUNT RECEIVED FROM THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT,E4CEEDS THE TOTAL AMOUNT THE COUNTY WOULD HAVE SEEN FLIGISLE FOR UNDER 3 7	12	 UNITED STATES CODE SECTION 7 E01 ET SEQ., DURING THE SAME ?ERLOO CF TIME.

	

13	 Sec. 3. Aoprooriation; laosing.
	14	 A. There is appropriated co :ne department of law from  the general15 ' fund the sum of sixty thousand dollars for purposes of implementing	16	 sections 37-908 and 37-306, subsection 0, Arizona Revised Statutes, as	17	 added by this act.
	13	 8. The appropriation made in this section is exempt from section	19	 25-190, Arizona Revised Statutes, relating to lapsing cf appropriations.	20	 Sec. 4. Intent regarding termination 
	21	 Notwithstanding zne provisions o7 this act, the legislature intends
	71 	that if the provisions of title 41, chapter 20, Arizona Revised Statutes,
	23	 operate to terminate an agency, any provisions regarding powers, duties,
	24	 functions or personnel added or emended by this act terminate on the date
	25	 cf termination of the particular agency.
	26	 Sec. 8. Conditional enactment 
	27	 Arizona Revise	 cnzutes section 27-309, as added by section 2o

	

28	 this act becomes effective only after a final judicial adjudication
	29	 determines that this act is constitutional. 	 .
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APPENDIX II

THE DEFINITION OF "MULTIPLE USE" IN THE FEDERAL LAND

POLICY AND MANAGEMENT ACT OF 1976

The Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976, P. L. 94-

579, Section 103(c) reads as follows:

The term "multiple use" means the management of the public

lands and their various resource values so that they are utilized

in the combination that will best meet the present and future

needs of the American people; making the most judicious use of

the land for some or all of these resources or related services

over areas large enough to provide sufficient latitude for

periodic adjustments in use to conform to changing needs and

conditions; the use of some land for less than all of the re-

sources; a combination of balanced and diverse resource 
uses

that takes into account the long-term needs of future 
generations

for renewable and nonrenewable resources, including, 
but not

limited to -, recreation, range, timber, minerals, watershed,

wildlife and fish, and natural scenic, scientific 
and historical

values; and harmonious and coordinated management of the 
various

resources without permanent impairment of the 
productivity of

the land and the quality of the environment with consideration

being given to the relative values of the resources 
and not

necessarily to the combination of uses that will give 
the greatest

economic return or the greatest unit output.

1 0 1
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